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-CONFIENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

HEADQUAIRTERS. II FIELD FORCE VITNAM

APO SAN FRANCISCO 96266

AVFD -Operationai Report of Meadquartere, n Field Pre, Vietama

for Period ftding 31 October ,1970, S WN - 65 (2) (U) j

'SU DTR3BBMh i

1. (C) Section 1. Operations: SinificaatActvities.

(1) During the. reporting period there was we major change in the
Comand Group: On 11 August 1970 Major General Jack J. Magstaff became
Deputy Cemanding General, I FFNUCF , replacing -1jor General James V.
Sutherland, who departed on 17 June 1970.

(2) During the reporting period, there were eleven major changes in

the staff of 1U FFMEF:

(a) On 18 September 1970 Lieutenant Colonel D'onald J. Rose became
Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff, G9 replacing Lieutenant Colonel FrancisJ. Winslow,

(b) On 8 October 1970 Colonel James A. Fyock, Assistant Chief of Staff,
GI, departed and was replaced by Lieutenant Colonel Ronald J. Rose as
Acting G1.

(c) On 3 September 1970 Colonel George P. Tilson became Assistant
Chief of*Staff, G2, replacing Colonel Charles F. NcKee.

(d) On 17 September i970 Lieutenant Colonel David G. Hansard became
Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, replacing Lieutenant Colonel William
J. Lawrence.

(e) On 9 August 1970 Colonel Billy H. Vaughn became ASsistant Chief
of Staff, 03, replacing Colonel Elmer D. Pendleton, Jr.

(f) On 14 September 1970 Colonel William L. Lemnitzer became Assistant
Chief of Staff, G3, replacing 'Colonel Billy M. Vaughn.

(g) On 22 AW,u-t 1970 I.ieutenant Colonel Jchn R. Witherell became

FOR OT UT 9OW.MMDAT3 3YIAN MIRVS;
704021 IKWIAIIO £11312 TARL
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Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff, G3, replacing Lieutenant Colonel (P')
John R. black.

(h), On 3.October 1970 Lieutenant Colonel John P. Maher became*Deputy
&igineer, replacing Lieutenant Colonel James A. Stidham.

(i) On 24 September 1970 Lieutenant Colonel Robert B. Clarke became
Staff Judge Advocate, replacing Lieutenant Colonel Fred R. Ball, Jr.

(J) n 1 Setembr 170 olonl JmesA. Hlyndinan became Provost
Marshal, replacing ,Colontl Steven T. Clark.,

(k)' On 1 September 1970 Lieutenant Colonel Boyd D. Parsons,J.,g
became Deputy Liaison Officer, replacing Lieutenant Colonel Albert Le
Henderson.

(3) During the reporting period there were eleven significant
personnel changes in.II FFORChV Artillery,: I

(a)r On 14 September 1970 Lieutenant Colonel (P) James C. Btarnes, Jr.,[
became Deppty-Comaending Officer, II FFORCDJ Artillery, replacing Colonel
Willard W. Scott.j

(b) On 10 August 1970 Major (P) Victor F. Keefe became Si, I FFORCEV
Artillery,, replacing Lieutenant-~Colonel William E. Hollowell, Jr.

(c) On 1 October 1770 Lieutenant Colonel Joseph E. Palumbo became
51, 11 FFORCEV Artillery, replacing- Major (P) Victor F. Keefe.

(d) On 4 August 1970 Lieutenant Colonel Donald 1.11 Opel became S2,
II FFORCEV Artillery, replacing Major Robert A. Thompton.

'(e) On 10 August 1970 Lieutenant Colonel William E. Hollowell, Jr*#
became S4, II FFORCII Artillery, replacing Miajor (P') Thomas Ai Epperson.

(f) On 5 October 1970 Lieutenant Colonel James E. Green, Jr., became
FSC, II FFORCEV Artillery, replacing Major Thomas M4. Brown.

kg) On 14 'September 1970 Colonel W-.illard 11. Scott, Jr., became'CO,
23d Artillery Group, replacing Colonel William L. Lemnitzer.

(h) On 25 October 1970 Lieutenant Coloihcl John L. Geradi became X0,
?3d Art.i'.1ery Group, replacing Lieutenant Colonel. Nicola DiNardo.

INCL CONFIDENTIALf
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-(i) On 7 August 1970 Lieutenant olbonel Nolan M. Sigler became CO,

2d Battalion, 12th Artillery,, replacing. Lieutenant Colonel Alvin F. Murphy.

(j) On 22 September 1970, Lieutenant Colonel-11lvern R. 1.1itaker

became CO, 1st Battalion, 27th Artillery, replacing Lieutenant Colonel
Clifford F. Terry.

(k) *On ,17 August 1970 Lieutenant Colonel Moody M.Hayes became-CO,
2d Battalion, 35th Artillery, replacing Lieutenant Colonel Alva W. Hayes.

b. Personnel, Morale, Safety, and Discipline.

(i) The morale of the command remained at a satisfactory level.

(2) The awards and decorations processed, approved, and issued

by this command are as follows:

AWARDS AUG SEP OCT TOTAL

Silver Star 11 24 17 52
Distinguished Flying Cross 2 7 17 26
Soldier's Medal 2 12 17 31
Bronze ,Star Medal "V" 77 107 66 250
Bronze Star Medal 639 510 155 1304
Air Medal *"V" 12 19 22 53
Air Medal 565 419 110 1094
Army Commendation Medal "V" 78 155 47 280
Army Commendation Medal 1920 1823 523 4288
Pur'ple Heart 36 3_ 0 -39

TOTAL AWARDS 3342 3079 8 7417

(3) The overall assigned and attached officer strength of II FFORCEV

increased while the warrant officer and enlisted strengths decreased
substantially during the last quarter. A comparison of the last four
reporting periods follows:

DATE OFFICE WARRANT OFFICER RVLIST F

31 Jan 70 487 53 4209,
30 Apr 70 630 82 6141.
31 Jul 70 553 77 6778

31 Oct 70 612 72 6224

INCL 3
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(4) -Postal Activities. 44th Army Postal Unit: Detection of contrabnd
items continues t6 be a matter of major emphasis. During the Christmas
mailing period, it is expected that volume of mail received from CONTUS wi.11
increase from approximately 40 tons to 60 tons. Outgoing mail will increase
from 10 tons to, 20 tons. -An increase in stamp sales and money order sales
is also expected.

(5) During the 1st quarter of FY 71, the Army motor vehicle accident
rate was reduced 28.2% and the military injury rate was reduced. 25.2
compared to the 4th quarter Fy 70. The decrease in the nuftber of Army
motor vehicle accidents and injuries to military personnel is a direct j
result of comand emphasis. During- this period- the Commanding General
noti:ied all subordinate commanders of his desire to reduce all accidents
by a minimum of 50% during F! 71 and outlined specific guidelines to be
followed in order to achieve this goal. A command Safety Council was
organized with the Deputy Commanding General as Chairman. A pilot traffic
safety enforcement program was established.. The program, which intensified
enforcement for 15 days on a dangerous highway, r-esitcd in a 50a reduction
in traffic accidents with no fatalities to military or local national
personnel. The unfavorable accident trend has been reversed and further
reduction can be expected during the 2d quarter F! 71. The accident rates
for the 4th quarterFY 70 and the 1st quarter F! 71 are shown 'below for
comparison purposes:

II FFORCEV ASSIGNED. ATTACHED, AND OPCON UIITS

CATEGORY 4TH QTR. FY 70 1ST QTR. FY 71

::ilttary Personnel Injury Rate 70.3 52.7
'(]n.urieos per 1,000,000 mandays)

krny Iotor Vehicle Accident Rate 8.5 6.1
(Accidents per 1,000,0OO miles)

(6) Drug Abuse Control. During this reporting period, Headquarterr,

11 Field Force Vietnam revitalized its Drug Abuse Control Program. Fzrly
in the quarter, the Commanding General designated the Deputy Commanding
Ccncril to- be the Chaiiman of the Marihuana and Drug Su, pression Council.

Under hi. ruidance, the following actions were takan during the period:

"i) Ntiberr of the Council toured firebasec and base camps, interv iewin
*i.n(-. commanders at all levels. It was learned by the menberr of the

councit thi-t the problem of drug abuse Was more widespread than rencrall,-;

4
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apprediated-i -Hoiever, drug abuse was not hampering the operations of units
ithe field. In combat operations there was a sdlf-police of illicit
-drugs by the troops themselves.

(b) The Deputy Commanding, General and key members of the Council: rdirimed the 4drug -abduse, control programs -of all the assigned, attached,

and 'U§ 6PCON units. Although some units had only recently started prograns,the design -of the programs was generally adequate. The units were

encouraged to redouble their-efforts in the programs.

(C) 'A mob,' -- training team made up 6f representatives of the Chaplain,
Judge Advocte General, and Medical Corps was formed. This team travelled
throughout MR 3, giving presentations, primarily for officers and NCOs.
The training material was designed to give a basic level of understanding
and knowledge about drug abuse and the proper employment of legal pfro-
cedures. Nineteen presentations were given by the team.

(d) At the base camp of Headquarters, I1 Field Force Vietnam, the
education program was modified. This was built around the use of a well
qualified enlisted man (E5) to give lectures to the lower grades. The
lectures were designed to be very informal "man-to-man", and in the
language of the troops. This approach appears to be effective, particularly
in motivating individuals to turn themselves in for amnesty and rehabilita-
tion. Rehabilitated drugs users are also used to give talks in an effort todeter wouldmbe experimenters with dangerous drugs.

(e) A "half-way" house has been established at the Plantation base
camp. This facility provides a setting and counseling for assisting
individuals in withdrawing from a drug habit. U-drug users are employed
to assist as counselors. They are very effective in the exercise of peer
pressure to keep users from reverting to their former habits. The full
effectiveness of this program will require longer observation for evaluation.
However, in its initial phases, it appears to be very promising as one
approach to the drug abuse problem.

(7) Quarterly statistics-for the 1st Quarter FY 71t indicated that

offense rates for II FFORCEV assigned, attached, and OPCON units showed 7!n
increase in all areas over the previoug quarter. Crimes against persons
and property sh&,ied a significant increase. This may be attributed to the
lull infighting which allows the soldier more time to become involved in
non-duty type activities. The increase in miscellaneous offenses can be

attributed to the increase of larcenies under $50.00. This increase hir
a direct cor:elation to the standdown of the 3/9th Infantry Divtsion and t-
'199th LIB. Traffic offenses have shown moderate increase- thrr,,'ih the I r
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three quarters.- This can be' ,attributed to greater command emphasis and
increased HP .enforcement.

During the period of 1-15 October, a special Traffic Fnforcement and

Safety Drive was conducted on Highway 316 'betweeh,'Newport and QL-1. The
objective was to reduce traffic accidents through education, speed control,
safety mechanical inspecti6. -i and high police visibility. During this
period, the statistical expectancy was 142 to 50 accidents with one to two
fatalities. US vehicles were involved in 26 accidents with no fatalities.
'There were 803 traffic citationsissued and 248 CMMI inspections made. The
majority, (527 of 803) citations we t, todrivers of vehicles of 2' ton and
over, -nearly all for speeding. The CMKt inspection teams inspected 248
vehicles of which 196 were unsatisfactory with 141 being deadlined on the
spot.

I! FFORCEV Assigned', Attached, and OPCON Quarterly Offense Rates per

Thousand Troops

2d Qtr 7M 3d Qtr 70, 4th Qtr 70 1st Qtr 71

Crimen Against

Persons and Property 2.87 4.22 3.94 5.21

Mtiscellaneous
Offenses 6.66 9.45 10.24 13.63

Traffic Offenses 15.04 20.04 25.14 26.72
c. Intelligence --ind Counterintelligence:
(:1) Intelligence aspects of tactical operations conducted in the II

Field Force Vietnam (II FFORC60) Tactical Area of Interest (TAOI) are
discussed in the Operations Report-Lessons Learned submitted by units under
the operational ,control of this headquarters.

(2) Current Intollig-nce:

(6) At the beginning of this quarter, the reorganization of G2, II
FFoRcEY, went into effect. The Collection Division was eliminated, and
its functions were assumed by the new Current intelligence Division. The
Current Intelligence Division encompasses the G2 Tactical Operations Cenler
(TOC), and exercises staff supervision over the interrogation of Prisoner,
of War Section, 219th IMlitary Intelligence Detachmont.

6CI
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(b) D ring the period, the Curtertt Intelligence Division produced a
daily sufiary of significant agent reports received. The sunmmary informed
the ACofS, G2, of enemy movement, supply, subordibation, strength, ,and in-
tentions as reported, by, clandestine agents The, information reported by
agents was constantly evaluated by correlating the reports with actual

happeningS.. Evaluation, of agent reports enabled. the, agencies which employed
the sources to determine agent reliability and to :decide which sources
should be retained.-

(c):The, CurentIntelligehce DivisiOn iwas also responsible for insuring
'that all necessary Specific Intelligence- Collection Reuirements (SiCR)
were published: an& levied on the appropriate collection agencies. In addi-
tion, the -Current Intelligence Division coordinated the-collection of intel-
were current by publishing a quarterly II FFOEV SICR Registry which indexed

all SICR's by number and by collection agency,

(d) Headquarters, II FFCRCEV prepared a special collection program
for the Vietnamese Coemunist Infrastructure (VCI) which was distributed- at
the end of the quarter. This special collection program was+ desighed to
place a greater emphasis on information pertaining to VCI at all levels.
At Headquarters, II FFRCEV, information will be compiled and maintained
on the VCI at the subregion, military region, And COSVN. levels.

' (3) Production:

(a) The reorganization of the G2 Section mentioned above also resulted
in expanding the functions of the Production Division and the elimination
of the Operations Division. The Production Division encompasses the Analysis,
E-stimates, and Order of Battle Branches, and provides the division chief

with the necessary resources to prepare estimates, assessments, studies,
briefings, and special articles as required.

(b) TheAnalysis Branch was responsible for preparing and presenting
the daily all-source intelligence briefing, oral and written all-source
intelligence assessments, and for evaluating collateral material received
from the Order of Battle Branch. Additionally, the Analysis Branch prepared
the Daily Intelligence Summary (DISJ4) and wrote the weekly assessment for
the Periodic Intelligence Report (PERNTR)published by the Order of
Batt~e Branch.

(c) ,The Estimates Branch prepared and presented intelligence estimatc.,
assessments, studies, and briefings based on input from, and clor- coordin.-
tion with, the other divisions and branches in the G2 Section. Additionally,

7
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the -Esti'-mates-Branch ,was responsible for the G input, to the II PPORCEV
Combine& Campaignm lan- and perational Report - Lessons Learned, And

Sprepared the Quarterly Review of Enemy Base Areas.

(d) The Order of Battle Branch was responsible for the collation and
evaluation of tactical and strategic order of battle information and con-
tinuously interprete and evaluated changes in enemy organization, logistics,
composition, strength, disposition, and tactics. The results of this
effort prgided the econnder with the intelligence necessary to target
enemy units in MiLitary Region 3 and Cambodia accurately. The Order of
Battle Branch maS also responsible for the weekly publication of the II
'FFORCEV PFMINTREP, which, in addition to providing a weekly up-date on
enemy orde.- 5f battle, contained timely and informative articles on signifi-
cant enemy develpments or trends in Military Region 3 and Cambodia.,

(4) Counterintelligence/Phoenix

(a) ain-force and NVA activity in Military Region 3 was sporadic, and
the number of enemy incursions into hamlets in the region continued to
decline. However, during this reporting period, the enemy was able to make
his presence known by continuing his terrorist activities. W'hile no
l-rge increase in terrorism was detected during he quarter compared to
last quarter, a significant increase in terrorist activities occurred
in Long An Province. _Rinh Long and Hau Nghia Provinces also reported notice-
able upward trends. Increased effectiveness of GVN resource denial capabili-
ties complemented the efforts of military forces in Military Region 3 in
the overall effort to hamper the enemy's Shadow Supply Iystem. Police

security checkpoint operations continued to imprive, largely because of
added command interest. During the period, operations resulted in the
confiscation of significant amounts of medicine and foodstuffs. The number
of VOI neutralized' increased steadily during the quarter from a low of 68
to a high of 127 per month. This increase can be attributed to increasinc
GVN influence and further implemntntation of the pacification and Phoenix,
programs.

(b) Counterintelligence operations by the 219th IID in the vicinity
of Headquarters, II FFRCEV generated 34 intelligence reports during the
past three months. Of this number, 74 percent were rated of moderate or
higher usability by user agencies; 84 percent were judged to be timely
in nature; 100 percent had a validity rating of possibly true or higher;
and 75 percent disclosed information reported for the first time. Combat,
responses were made in 17 cases. With the gradual ,riLhdrawal of US c.mbut
units from Military Region 39 increasing emphasis was placed on re-targcting
the sources against local VCI and generating information reportable under
the- Phung Hoang Program.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(c) The namber of terrorist incident- reported in !,ti!itary Region 3

continued to vary widely from Week to week thiough0ut the-reporting period.
The following-table shows statistics for the high ad', low weeks coipared tothe weekly average: ]

High leek low Week 12 Week Average

Incidents 107 22 - .53

Persons Killed 25 6 14
Persons Wounded 58 9 28

Persons Abducted 24 0 10

The above weekly averages show a decrease in every category, and this
decrease reflects the increasing effectiveness of the GVN pacification
efforts.

(5) Research and Statistics:

(a) The Research and Statistics Division continued to provide data on
enemy personnel and logistical losses to the GZ2 Section, II FFORCEV. The
data reported by OPCON units in their daily intelligence summaries (VnTSff.)
was consolidated and tabulated by the division and used as -a -basis for special
briefings and reports to the Command Group, including monthly reports on
progress made by II FFORCEV units toward achieving the goals of the Wet
Season Strategy.

(b) The Research and Statistics Division was also responsible for pre-
paring and publishing of the II FFORCEV IfTSW4, a daily summary of II FFORCE!
OPCON unit activities and other items of intelligence interest. In addition,
the Research and Statistics Division maintained charts, graphs, and other
Visual aids used in command and special briefings.

(6) G2 Air:

(a) During the quarter there were a total of 653 Red Haze missions
flown. 125 SIAR, and 471 photographic missions were flown. Of the totals,
183 Red Haze and 308 photographic missions were completed by the Air Force.
The Army accounted for the balance of 470 Red Haze, 125 SAR, and 163
photographic missions.

(b) Patterns of Red Haze were noted in and west of Base Area 354,
around Snuol, in and around the Mimot area, and in the Fishhook region.
During the period, STAR detected movement was light and scattered throughout
1lilitary Region 3. Approximately 60 to 75 percent of all SIAR movers were
recorded west of Cu Chi and from Nui Ba Den to the Cambodian b6rcaer.

9
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(c) Visual recoiuiaissance was hampered by poor flying weather. The
majority of sightings were made along the Cambodian border in ;ar Zone
SC..and 'along the western boundary of the Military 'Region 3. The YO3A
silent airplane was employed on some of the missions during the reporting
period.

(d) Unattended ground sensor activity during the quarter remained light

and random in most areas. The only area of continuous activity was around
Tra Cu in Hau Nghia Province. The following table indicates sensor
activity for the period:

'Unattended Ground Sensor Report

Sensors Targets Artillery Ground Air

Month Active Detected Responses Responses Resionses

Aug 1,147 527 378 1 0

Sep 1,125 415 256 1 h

Oct 1,124 528 275 0 1

(7) G2 Targets:

(a) The G2 Targets Division's primary function continued to be the
developmemt and evaluation of targets for B52 strikes. -:ith the decrease
in B52 strikes during the quarter, some emphasis was shifted to the develop-
ment of targets for the FSCE and the TASE. The division continued to main-
tain and develop an extensive visually displayed data base of enemy instal-
latins including bunkers, base camps, fighting positions, tunnels, and
trench networks. Additionally, the division maintained an activity 1oard
displaying a seven-day activity period. %,emy activity, intelligence reports,
agent reports, ground sensor returns, and airborne sensor returns were

displayed and color-coded by day. The data was utilized in developing
targets and in Justifying targets to IACV.

(b) Reduced B52 sorties and the targeting of high priority targets b,
MACV were responsible for the noted decrease in B52 targets allocated to
II FF0CM!C. This quarter, targeting continued with emphasis on enomy
headquarters, supply areas, and staging areas within Cambodln, all of wh'ich
posed a threat to 1itlitary Region 3. Ii FFORCL'J received a total of V'5
strikes for the quarter; 101, or 74.1 percent were within Cambodia. The

~10
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remaining 34, or 25.9 percent, were struck within Vietnam in support of
friendly ground operations. The in-country targets were distributed by
provinces as follows: Binh Duong, 1; Binh Long, 3; Binh Tuy L; Long
Khanh, 5; Phuoc Tuy, 1; Tay Ninh, 7; Quang Duc, 1; and Phuoc Long, 12. f

(8) Radio Research: The 303d Radio Research Battalion continued to
provide timely and sustained support for the combat operations of II Field
Force. A direct support unit provided radio research support to -each WS
division and -separate brigade or regiment, and immediate tactical reports
were provided down to brigade level. The 303d Radio Research Battalion
wbtw responsive to the requirements of this command. Specifics on support
furnished are not provided due to classification.

(9) W'leather Support:

(a) Detachment 32, 5th 'eather Squadron, provided consistently timely
and accurate weather support for planning and operations of II FFORCLV.
Operational support to divisions was provided by Detachment 32's operating
locations: Operating Location B with the 1st Cavalry Division (AM) at
Phuoc Vinh, and Operating Location C with the 25th Infantr-j Division at
Cu Chi. -Forecasts provided to G3 Air for specified- areas and times for Br5:
and Commando Vault operations were particularly noteworthy in that these
forecasts proved to be correct 100 percent of the time. A major fore-
casting problem was that of accurately forecasting nocturnal thunderrtormn.
liact temporal and spatial forecasts are needed by G2 Air from 32 to IS hours
in advance of scheduled reconnaissance missions throughout ;ilitary Hegion
3. Since most thunderstorms are of the air mass type, only the temporal
requirement can be adequately forecast this far in advance. Scheduling
flexdbility allowed the diversion of some missions to other parts of -ilit-,ry
Region 3 where thunderstorms were not occurring. The state of the art did
not allow more precise forecasts, but periodic up, dates of weather fore-
casts helped in planning diversions when they were necessary.

(b) During the quarter, early morning stratus and fog frequently ham-
pered first light insertions. In most cases, conditions had been forecast
as much as 24 hours in advance, but operational requirements necessitated
the scheduling of these missions, many -of vhich were subsequently delayed or
scrubbed. Little can be done to change procedures. rissions must continuc
to be scheduled with the hope that weather conditions will imi~rove by the
time the mission is flown.

(iO) Enemy SituatLion:
(a) General: The Central Office of South Vietnam (c"c'""\
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and North VietnMeseArmy activities in. the southern half -of the Republic
of Vietnam. Mlitary units continued to be subordinated to Headquarters,
South Vietnam Liberation Army or to one of the military regions or sub-
reibons. in MIN Military, Region 3. Divisional anits in Cambodia were en-
gaged In stabilizing operations designed to secire base areas andsupply
routes from laose. 1hemy activity within MR 3 was characterized by avoidance
of contact with allied imits, counter-pacification efforts, and anti-
VietnaMization operations requiring a minimum of personnel and equipment
ekpenditures. During the period, some larger main-force units were
deactivated, and their personnel were assigned to local-force units.

(b) Enemy Uait Effectiveness:

1. At the end of the quarter, there were 27 enemy main-force and
7 local-force infantry battalions, 15 main-force artillery battalions,
'one main-force engineer battalion, and 14 main-force and one local-force
capper battalions committed against GVN and FTWAF units in Military
Region 3. In addition, there were 22 main-force infantry battalions, 6
main-force artillery battalions, 3 main-force sapper battalions, tand one main-
force reconnaissance battalion located in Cambodia, but traditionally
tai'geted against Military Region 3. These figures do not include 11 main-
force infantry battalions, one main-force sapper battalion, and one local-
force sapper battalion which were held in a "possible" status in Military
Region 3 or Cambodia. The average strength for a main-force combat (infantry
and sapper) battalion at the end of the quarter was 142, varying from 30
to 400. The local-force combat battalion's strength averaged 133 men andvaried from 75 to 200. The average strength for a main-force combat support

(artillery) battalion was 174 and varied from 60 to 400.

2. Significant changes in enemy organization were noted durinr the
quarter and are indicated below.

.. The 275th VC ?F Infantry Regiment, 5th VC Infantry Division, is,
believed to have been reorpanized late in the second quarter into the 275A
and 275B Regiments. The 275A Regiment is probably located south of Ia-
pong Thorn, and the 275B Regiment is also believed to be located deep in
Cambodia. The strength of these two regiments is unknown, but it is l ke]:,,
that some replacements from N orth Vietnam, and Cambodian recruits, have been
received by the two units.

h. Information received in August confirmed that the Quyet Thang
cgi.ient was inactivated because of logistical and personnel shortare3.

12
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Portions of the regimental staff and cadre were sent to Cambodia, and
remaining personnel were assigned to SB-1 Headquarters and to local-force
units in SR-1.

c. Information received early in the quarter also indicated that the
268th VC HF Infantry Regiment was inactivated with its battalions being
placed under SPi control. However, more recent information points to the
.establishment of a 268th Group, sugesting a loosely organized coalition of
the three" ier-strength battalions which formerly-made up the 268th VC
VF Infantry Regiment. While it is estimated that the 268th Group is con-
ducting, operatibr.s in support of local-forces and guerrillas, the unit'r

jmission, strength'and organization is not fully understood at this "time.

g. A number of documents captured in September indicated the merger
of Subregions 2 and 3. It is estimated that the two subregions were merged
in order to streamline command and control functions and logistical opera-
tions which had been disrupted as a result of allied cross-border opertions.
Additionally, the subregion has consolidated several understrength batta-
lions: the 265th VC *F Infantry Battalion was disbanded with its personnelbeing absorbed-.by the 506th-VC I-IF Battalion; -the 3d VC F Arti.3cry

Battalion ahd 520th VC I-IF Infantry Battalion were dropped as combat uni ts
due to personnel losses; and the 16th NVA Infantry Battalion, the 269th
VC WF Infantry Battalion, and possibly the 61l NVA Infantry Battalion were
merged to, form the 1696 VC I Infantry Battalion,

e. Durkt qrter, information was received confirming the fact that
the Dong Nai Regiment, SR-5, %.as disbanded. The regimental headquartcre
personnel were assigned to SR-5 Headquarters; one maneuver battalion wassubordinated directly to the subregion and- two were subordinated- to Si -5
districte

. The following tables indicate enemy personnel and materiel losses
during the quarter. The figures presented include the reou.ts of AWN
operations in Cambodia.

a. Overall personnel losses inflicted by allied forces:

KXIA IN HC VCI

August 1134 il )93 10

September 1138 108 326 0

13
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,,KIA P*1 11C VCI

ctober 1008 107 2

Total 3280 336 1012 15

b. VC1/UA logistical losses inflicted by. allied forces:

16 GVN Total
Individual 1-'eapons 1t431 1" 411t0

Crew Served Weapons 188 172 360

Small Arms Ammunition 139,530 37,O27 176,557

111V Ammunition 57,48 0 57,4148

Grenades 7,281 1,281 8,562

!.iner 35 .o30 682

Bangalore Torpedoes 109 88 1,7

i -40/h1 Rounds 990 603 1, 593

240-m Rockets 0 6 6

1..nvm Rockets 5-23 28,

107m;, Rockets 3 1 4

12'Ori Rockets 1,218 0 1,18

Ci/82.mr ortr Hod 1,577 ,o60 5,037

00=1 ::ortar Rounds 973 21.4 1,2 17

7 H:. iowitzer Rounds 21 0 24

75R iecoillecs Rifle Roundr 184 611 795

!'. !: Ic s e PRi.fle ounds 364 388

14
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Explosives (Ibs) 5,798 604 6,402

Rice (tons) 28.8 46,6 75.4

Salt (tons) 1.7 10.9 1216

Twical Supplies (tons) .54 .04 58.

Foodstuffs (tons), 13.36 0 13.0

A. The following, tabulation shows the number and combat effe¢ctivencss
of enemy main-force units traditionally targeted against MR, 3 ,on- 31 July
and 31 October 1970. This tabulation does hot include enemy units classifard
as possibly present in or near I 3. In order to obtain a measure of

conformity in evaluating enemy unit effectiveness from quarter to quarter,

a new system has been instituted. Recognizing that Amuch information about
enemy units is based on subjective reporting and analysis, the combat effec-
tiveness rating system makes use of four simple criteria: estimated

o enemy -trenrth, envgy activity during the past 1W dayr, the estimated
availability of materiel supporti and a subjective evaluation by the order

of battle analyst. The table below indicates the scaling system used.

EVALUATION SST

Catenor-i eirht

Strength (xnstrength)

x 2_ 8C , 2

,: -h0 1

x<h0% 0

Memy Activity

Frequently active 1

Occnnionally active 1

Infrequently active 0

MAtericel Support

Rend13.y available
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Genef-ly available 1

kot generally avalale 0

An eney unit's rating is. determined by adding the appropriate weights for,
each category of evaluation. Additionally, the, Od,,der of battle analyst may I

igt the resuting evaluation by plus or- minus 1 if he feels such action
will provide a truer overall combat effectiveness evaluation for a particular
unit. If the resultigtotal is, two or less, the unit is rated "not combat
effective". A total of 3 or4 results in a rating of "marginally combat
effective", and, a total, of 5 or higher reslts in a rating of "combat
effective". Baaig unit, cpit effectiveness- evaluations on a constant scale

vill permit, a mr valid-oemon mof the eney's overall combat effective-
ness from quarte to qurter

cam WFTIVISA (31 Jul.* I 31 21tober)
IMrginallyNo

Combat Combat Combat

Arty llgt4 10/11 2/1 16/12

Aryftgs / 3/3 0/0 3/3

Sapper Regts 0/0 1/1 0/0 1/1

Inf hs 0/0 12/10 9/6 21/16

Arty Bns 0/0 10/10 2/1 12/11

Sapper Bs/ 13/9 0/5 14/14

Recon Brs 0/0 1/1 0/0 1/1

(c) Sumary of Recent Activity:

1. Level of 1ewW Activity: The low level of enemy activity witnessed
during the previous quarter continued to decline throughout this quarter,
underlining the damage inflicted on the, enmy .by the loss of supplies and
the disruption of hiscommand and control network during allied operation*
in Cambodia in May and June. During the quarter, the enemy planned a
number of high points. Howeverv the lack of an appreciable increase in
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the uadr ofene initiated contacts indicated his inability o iulig
weas to mustet the necessary resources to achieve the high points, Aging

Auguaiq. Septer and, October, respectively, the enqy initiated 266,
229i and 155 combat actions, cepared, to. 427,,477, eM 306in-thy, june,
and July., The largest number of incidents in any one 24.hour Period we

-15 on 34 September, and probably comiimorated the, first -ai~ivrsar of -Ho
Chi I1fnhs death. The da14ily average for August, September, and Octob*er was
only, did the number of enAmy actions, decline-significanitly, but the, inten-
sity of attacks was also considerably reduced, indicating the, disruptive,
affect of allied operations on the emy' persomel and logistical system.
-Concurrent with the reduction in eneqactivity, there urns a. re-orientation
of the enemy's tactics. In accordance -with C(0602Reslution 14, the eneqy
has shifted from attackb 'an allied military forces,9 to guerrilla attacks

against Vietnamization -and the GVN pacification program. Recent cowaunist

activities and agencies, and proselyting by cadre to develop both an overt
andcovrtpolitical structureattegs&ro lv.'Wieno

efforts durn.te reporting -period have been concentrated- -against I"/P
and P51Wunits, terrorist statistics do not yet indicate implementation
'of a planned program, to eliminate any, particul'ar segment of thc GYN political
structures During the quarter, 510 terrorist incidents were reported
throughout MR 3 for an average of 170 per month, as compred to the pre-4
ceding quarter, in which there were a total of 569 terrorist incidents for
an average of 190,per month.

2. Faheuiy Divisional Units: During the reporting period, the 5th VCt
7th 1I'.At and 9th VC Infantry Divisions operated in Cambodia against FANK
forces and only sporadically* entered le~ 3 or attacked ARMN task forces in
-the Parrot's Beak, Krek-tMimot, and Snuol areas. The 5th VC Infantry
Division operated'in Cambodia north of 8B Long Province during most of
the three-month period. The last definite identification of a 5th VC
divisional unit in South Vietnam occurred on 15 July. However, the increase
in activity around Lot Ninh in mid-September urns probably caused by units
of this division. Although Preoccupied uith stabilization activities in
Cambodia' the 5th VC Infantry Division can be expected to send reconnais-
,sance! patrols into the Lec Ninh-Bu Gia 114ap area periodically in order to
keep abreast of allied activities within its traditional area of operations.
The 7th NVA Infantry Division remained in the Krek-RLmot area of Cam~bodia.
north of Toy flinh -Province, with the probable missions of provid-InC recurity
for CCGV14 Headquarters,, believed to be located northeast of Danbe, Cambodia;
protecting enemy cache sites; and harassing GWN cross-border operatiorn Tin

the same region. During September, all three regiments of the divi~nion
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iwere identified by-cdhtacts or through ralliers in this ateao Although the
. division was not identified in Octobert it is likely that it will -remain

in the Krek-Mimot area. The'9th VC Infantry Division has operated inCam-
-bodia, west of the Dog's. Face, with only brief forays into northwestern
Tay Ninh Province in September. The division appears to have had the mission
of stabilizing the comunist presence in the Kaitpng Chain area . countering
ARfV operatiohs along QL-7 in Cambodia, and interdicting ARVN lines of j
communication along QL-22 in northwestern Tay Ninh Province. The missions
of all three divisions have enabled t..em to avoid decisive engagement with
ARVN forces opekarig in Cambodia or along the periphery of Military
Region 3. Thus, the enemy has been able to minimize the effects of per-
sonnel shortages, and to devote his efforts to stabilizing communist
control east of the Mekong River in Cambodia.

2. Enemy Units Within Military Region 3" Activity in I. 3 continued
at a low level during the quarter as the enemy struggled, to overcome severc

* ,personnel and materiel shortages by shifting from reliance on main-force
units to local forces and guerrillas to defeat pacification. In SR-i,
tihe understrength 101st NVA Infantry Regiment remained the only regimental-
size force, as the Wzyet Thang VC MF Infantry Reg'iment was inactivated to
provide personnel for SR-i Headquarters, local-force units, and cadre to
aid the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. The former 268th VC !.. Infantry Refiment
is new believed to be downgraded to a group, with a small cormand element
controlling the local-force operations of its three under-trength batta-
lions. Activity in Loi An Subregion has reflected the continued deteriora-
tion of the enemy's combat power. The enemy established Long An Subregion
out of the shambles of Subregions 2 and 3 in an attempt to revitalize the
comunist effort against pacification, and to provide a more centralized
and effective supply and administrative system. On the military front, the
enemy merged ineffectual combat battalions to boost the combat effectiveness
of the remaining units. Yet, during the quarter, ARVN and RF/PF units
retained the initiative. Most enemy main-force units in the subregion,
including the 1st NVA Infantry Regiment, remained noncombat effective.
In Subregion 5, the break-up of the Dong Nai VC Infantry Regiment into
three battalions with local-force status was confirmed. These battalions
worked with local-force units, in countering pacification by occasional at.tac.m
by fire and ground probes -on RF/PF outposts and activities. Major miin-
force units under Military Region 7 control, the 33d WA and 274th VC .4F
Infantry Regiments and the 74th NVA Arti)lery Regiment, have generally
avoided contact -with allied units. These understrength units have concerred
themselves with resupply activities in an effort to remain in their traoi-
tional operational areas in the -face of specific allied targeting. Thus
far, they have been successful. In addition to anti-pacification and
proselytizing activities in.,14 3,9 the enemy has concentrated on sel f-
production and resupply activities. Due to COSVN .nvolvement in Camboc-,
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estan alsbsidies have, dropped, and promy units have ,been direct to
S - esltablish self-production uits, conserve resources, and capture as much

•mteriel as possible. To support the war effort, the enemy has attempted
ori se ned' ash hu: taxation, briber, extortion, and currency

*ani~pulatA. 1b fact that pacification has hurt these efforts is evident
il recent inications of increased VC tax rates.

I. Conlusions, The effect of allied cross-border operations coptiue
to by felt ,by t1e nem. While COC8V continues to atteipt to stabilize
the,,situai in Cawdia ad wits for the anticipated influx of oen and
sterel frrai North Vietnam in earl, . 971, enemy forces iri- M 3 have been

rele ated to an e oomy of force role in order to minimize , the effect of
severe personnel and. materiel shortages. The enemy is. trying to maintain
his pres" t positioni, *hle, .at the same time, supporting, political efforts
to reitalise the cadre within M6 3. ThUs, while the main-force units
rol, in the cominist strategy has been downgraded, the enemy objectives
of defeating Vietmsation, GVN paicification, and eventually taking control
of South Vietnam remain unchanged.

(d) bp-Capabilities, Vulnerabilities and Assessment:

.J. e enmy is capable of:

p. Laimeoig sapper attacks at a limited number of selected points
thr ugbout 3R 3, especially in the. northern tier. This capability is
particu~ld7 limited in Iong'An Subregion.

k. Coucting, coordinated, battalion-siZed attacks on installations, in
Binh: Tuy Pr e,.161-7 and- against RVNF forces operating in Cambodia#,
s vei as against Cambodian installations, and units.

c. Conducting mall scale ground attacks against a limited nriber of
selected ,onts throughout M 3..

_. Conducting attacks by rocket, mortar and dire.-t Alfire he:%-.• weapons
at a limited number of selected targets in MR 3 ':: (ambodia. To ., limited
degree, -the enemy can increase the intensity and frec..oncy of his attacxs
against major population centers.

e. Intensifying LOC interdict;aoss an, zmbus'- Lh7,r- ihout i 3 for
limited periods of time.I

ft. Continuing the present level Cf ,, sabotage n..
tion activities in the Capital U1ilitary -District (CP) and .rc,;muate as j
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ofod ISo ?edtfod limitedl pco er id ftm 1970,nsht ionS(U6 (t2 e
ektnt 6f allied ,efforts i d p rt c .

i.Conducting propaganda, suboursion, espiona-ge and political efforts1

-i Positioning mainforce, units in W1 S 0,4 Ra nd M,-5 veil forward
toard, the peihr of the CII to support local-force efforts to. subvertf
the populaton.

~.Detecting changes, in the dipositions of allied forces and developing
limited knowldedge of- alied inetostruhasophisticatedintelligence

.Vuluerabilities:

to The enemy situation in M5 3,,,at presenic requires that the enem
depend, in varying degrees, on the local populace for financial support,
concealment,anid food. In some areas, this dependence- is nearly complete
due to 'an almost total lack of resupply capability reisulting from friendly
interdiction of his ICC. The ,eztend supp'ly lines and- the base areas
which support thin -have been seriously disrupted by allied operations*
As a consequence, throughout the region,,and "particularlyin L0ong An
Subi'egion, the enemy must nor--either produce his food'and supplies or pro-
cure them l"cally, since the severely restri~ted resupply system must be

-dedicated to those items that cannot be obtained locally, ioe., weapons,
munitions and some-medical supplies. Ths. dependence renders the enemy
particularly vulnerable to psychological operations which could remove or
reduce the support of the populace. Current enemy efforts to reestablish
his base areas. should'be particularly vulnerable to- both visual and senisor
detection*

b. En~emy- supply activities 'in SR-i and AR-5 are especially susceptible.
to interdiction on mabjor rivers and highways. E~nemy units currently i
operating in Mi~chelin Plantation area are suppli ed with food via router

-: which are vulnerable to interdiction at crossin,- points on the- Sa*.con
River* Enemy forces operating along the Saigon River receive munitionL

resupply from the Bo Ba Toy and Kampong Trach areas of Cambodia over routesI
which are susceptible to interdiction on the fta, Co Dong River and -4L-22.
SR-5 forces transport a large proportion cf thcir munitions along rouites
from War Zone "D" which could be effectiveL irnterdictell by allieud -rperatinr
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qproor near the Song eRivr Additional checkpoints established along
ote39adother lines of comuicatton into, the .area'Would serioustly,

thrate Bih I~y ~uet as a majorr source of supply.,
c 'Agetreports, visual reconnaissance, an-in~ ctivioscnnu

A64indcate that- jinfilraton actiVity into. 1on An'Subregio .sicesing.
D"r~n the-:monsoon, season,,. the 'many waterways -and iniundated areas ,afford

eaaccess into the subregion. , oteeeyslmtdmnueaiiy
his infiltration it vulnerable to allied'tnaval. operations in-Lngk Sub-
4egion, ass-isted byj h4eiborne assault is,

is 'In lB-?,t the entemy food supply -sys~,em is, concentrated into.,two areas
and-is theref'ore vulnerable. The centses _,of -food s upply. activity are,the
Diiih Soni and Viet -Cuong' Plantationt. Shutting off these sources of supply
tirough cordcn operations has' -forced the.4hnemy in. thepast to resupply. from,
villages allong Routes 15 "and1 2. 'Since entr corridors intoi these villages
are less protected"'tan-those into the 'plantations, 4usid interdiction,operations -along the roads were successful. 'MR-5 forces rely, o War Zone,
"D" fori .mitionis supply. Munitions 'supplies -for klr7 ire transported* along
supply lines ichar3a vulnerable to inteidiction operations concentratingon points where the lines cross QL-1-and the Dong Nai -Rivers

e. 'As in IB-7i the greatest vulnerability of the enemy in MR-6 is his
logistical system. The enemy's' supply routes follow the major lines of
coummication in Long Khanh and Binh Tuy Provinces. Intensive allied
security checks ilong'the routes from Sai; gon and Phan Thiet to enemy base
areas or sneiy-cotrolled hamlets could severely hamper enemy supply
efforts. 'Munitions supply routes are vulnerable to ini6diction along High-
way 20 near Ding Quan and along the small trails and river's in the northegrn
sector of LongIiahPonc a n Bn Tuy Province, where bicyclesq,portef-
anid sampans bring munitions to resupply .points and base areas.

,.Assessment:

as -Cambodia: The continued survival of the ion No! government in
Cambodia creates a dilemma for COSVN. An -Al-out attack against the
FANK forces might precipitate further ARVN intrusions -against comimunist
supply-lines east of the Mekong, while accoptance of the ourrent status
q0 could lead- to a two-front war early nc-xt year., 'Ithougn 1Y'."' is
believed to have adequate materiel suppcrl- to maintain its presct level
of activity in Cambodia, extensive operatio~ns to defeat FANK forces wouldI
cause a serious depletion of existing nuprlies, since the -rrJ..val %1 signi-
ficant'amounts of materiel in the 30SVN ,rra of cr-rt'. 'rs Ls n,, r<pccted
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Stil' February 1971. Increased newmy, activity at this time would also have
a deleterious effect on mit strengths, Consequently, it is likely that the
enm will take the next three months to stabilize his position in Cambodia,
traiftKmer Roge forces to fight an increasingly capable FANX force in the
spig of 1971, and prepare his divisions-for the expected influx of m and
materiel in late February.,o xetd ~ o e

.. .Military Region -3. With, the 5th VC9 7th RVA9 and 9th VC Infantry

Divisions comitted'in Cambodia during the next quarteri, enemy activity in
MR 3 can be expected to follow the guidelines of COSVN Resolution 1,by
incremasing ephasis an guerrilla warfare. Consequently, the enemyeffort
will continue to be directed against RF/PF, _pi and (WN pacification --
activities and agencies. Since recently captured documents ,cali for the
development of an overt and covert adre system in order to wage protracted
war, or to form the basis for a coalition government should a cease fire
be declared, the enemy can also be expected to engage in proselyting
activities. A measure of the enemy's success in the coming moths may be
reflected in the rate 0! terrorist activity, an increase representing efforts
by the communists 'to maintain some control over the populace in the face of
an increasingly effective GVN pacification program.

d. Operations, Plans, and Training

(1) General

() I FFCRCEV OFCGN units continued to participate in Campaign Toan
Thang (Phase IV) and the Wet Season Strategy. The. Wet Season Strategy
emphasized the deployment of ARM units, along the border while US units
operated in the interior of MR 3. II FFORCLV units targeted airmobile,
busbmaster, cordon and search, and ground reconnaissance operations
against specific enemy units and enemy infiltration and supply routes.
The redeployment of two major 3 combat units, the 199th Light Infantry
Brigade (LIB) and the 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, required adjust-
,aents to be made in assigned areas of operations. These adjustments
in boundaries within 1 3 had no adverse effects on operations. Continued
progress was made toward pacification and development and the upgrading
and training of G7N forces. There were no major engagements during the
periodq while several significant caches were found and a continued
erosion of enemy forces ty small unit operations was evident.

(b) Friendly Losses in MR 3. Significant results of Free World.
Mlitary Assistance Force (FWMAF) participation in Campaign Toan Thang,
Phasie,X during Augustq September, and October were 175 FWMAF killed
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(1.0 OS, 7 Australians, and 28 Thais); l,311 wounded (1,126 US9 39 Austra-
lieins and 146 Thais).

(2) Suary or Combat Operations

(a) The 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile). The division continued to
tF participate in Campaign Toan -Thang Phase IV. The 1st Cavalry Division's

mission °s centered on the interdiction of enemy lines of communication,
location, and evacuation of cachesi support of the Government of Vietaam
(GyN) pacification program, coordinated operations with Republic of
Vietnam (RVN) forces, and the neutralization of main force and rear,
service units, The 1st Brigade continued operations in support of the
division's mission in western Long Khanh Province and War Zone "C".
Pirticular emphasis was placed on interdicting and curtailing enemy
inf:ltration into Bien Hoa, Phuoc Tuy@ and southern 'Binh Tuy Provinceo
The 2d Brigade operated in northern and' central Phuoc Long Province
wth emphasis on-coordinated operations with RN forces against enemy
lines of cqnmication and the Adams Trail. The 3d Brigade operated
in .western Phuoc Long Province at the beginning of the period until
i!Septeiber 1970, when it was shifted into Binh Tuy Province to' assume
the 199th LIBEs area of operations (AO). The 5th ARVN Division assumed
the 3d Brigade's AO in Phuoc Long Province. The 3d Brigade continued
support of the Division's mission with emphasis placed on resourcej denial along QI-I and curtailment of enemy infiltration into southern
Lng Khanh and Binh' Tuy Provinces. The 2-11th Armored Cavalry Regiment
(ACR), became OPCON to the 2d Brigade on 15 September 1970 to assist the
brigade in its mission of resource denial. On 2 August 1976 at 130OH,

Company C. 2-7th' Cavalry, while conducting ground recomiaissance, 10
kilometers (0) northeast of Rang Rang (YT 273614), found an enemy
arms cache consisting of 5 crew served weapons, 34 small arms, and 13

high explosive rounds. On 3 August 1970, at 1005H, Company A, 1-5th Cavalry,
while conducting ground reconnaissance 28 km north of Vo Dat (YT 687680),
discovered 21,000 small arms rounds and 136 high explosive rounds. On
4 August 1970 at 032H, Company C, 2-7th Cavalry, 8 km northeast of
Rang Rang (YT 277611)i located an enemy cache containingi151 rifles, 126
sub-machine guns,. and '16 crew served weapons. On 6 August 1970 at 1750H,
Camp any A 1-5th Cavalry, found an enemy weapons cache in northeast

'War Zone "D" (YT 692672), containinp 219 K-54 pistols, 8 rifles, and
322 mortar rounds. 'On -7 August 1970 at 1^30H, Company 13, 1-8th Cavlary,
25 km northeast of Phuoc Binh (YU 259324), while conducting a ground recon-

naissance, observed an estimated enemy platoon and engaged them A th
Ile organic weapons and supporting artillery und aerial rocket art l:,oy (ARA),

resulting in 5 enemy KIA. On 8 AucusI,, '70 at 12 , Company D, L- th
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Cavalry, established contact with an estimated enemy platoon 10 km south-
west of Bu Dop (IU-895251). Company D engaged with organic weapons,
artillery, AM,9 air strike, and a light fire team (LFT), receiving
small arms, rocket propelled grenades, and mortar fire in return. Contact
broke at 1505H' resulting in 6 enemy KIA and 2 small arms, captured. Friendly
casualties were '3 US KIA. On 27 August 1970 at 1500H, 13 kmnorth
of Bu Gia 1hp, (TU 3i8507), a CH-47 aircraft received 'heavy ground ,to air
fire. Aircraft of Troop A, 1-9th Air Cavalry, responded to the firing
with artillery and air strike support, resulting in 5 enemy, KIA. On
28 August 1970 at 12851, Company B, 1-8th Cavalry, established contact with
an estimated •reinforced enemy copany, 7 km west of Bu Gia Iap (YU 227
368). Company B received small arms, automatic weapont RPG, and mortar
fire and returned with organic weapons, artillery, ARA and air strikes.
Contact broke at 1555H, resulting in 13 enemy KIA; friendly casualties
were 3 KIA and 2 VIA. On 4 September at FSB Snuffy (YU336362), '5-7th
Cavalry received 22 ralliers. At 0945H 15 individuals, one carrying
an SS rifte, rallied to the 2-8th Cavalry at FSB Guin (ZT100190).
Nine of the ralliers were male, 13 were female, and 15 were- children.
On 9 September 1970 at 1620H, Company B, 1-7th Cavalry, 13 .kin southeast of
FSB Bunard (YT 263776), while conducting ground reconnaissance, found
a cache containing 48 120mm mortar rounds, 218 B-40 rounds, and 200 picks
and shovels. On 12 September 1970 at 1635H, Troop A, 1-9th Air Cavalry
Squadron (ACS), observed an estimated 100 enemy and engaged with organic
weapons, 10, km southwest of Dinh Quan (YU 498334), resulting in 16 enemy
KIA, On 13 September 1970 at 15079 Company Dt 1-7th Cavalry, established
contact with an unidentified size enemy force 13 km south- of FSB Bunard
(TT 256764), and engaged with organic weapons with support from artillery,
AM, and air strikes. Contact broke at 1750W resulting in 11 enemy KIA
and 1 US KIA and 7 US,I. On 17 September 1970 at 1130H, 9 ka northeast
of Tan Uyen (YT 049315), Troop E, 1-9th ACS, established contact with an
estimated enemy ,platoon and engaged them with. organic weapons and ARA.
At 1230H, one platoon of Company A, 1-12th ,a',!r:,, was inserted to
reinforce the platoon of Troop E. 1-9th "S. ound contact broke at
1320 , resUIting in 15 enemy KIA and 5 small arms captured. On 19 Septem-
ber 1970, 11 km west of Bu Gia Map (YU 205392), Troop A, 1-9th ACS, while
on ground reconnaissance established contact with an unidentified size
enemy force and engaged them, resulting in 13 enemy KIA. On 20 September
1970 at 1445H, Company A 2-8thCavalry, while on ground reconnaissance
12 km west of Tanh Linh ZT 068249), observed and engaged 3 eneM,
resulting in 2 KIA. Duringa sweep of the contact area, 16 individuals
rallied to the unit. On 27 September 1970 at 1415V9 Troop B, 19th ACS,
received tmall arms fire from the ground, 18 Ian southwest of Tanh Ltnh
(YT 875094). The suspected enemy location was engaged with organic weapons,
artillery, ARA, and air strikes resulting in 16 enemy KTA. On 30
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Sptqmber 1 70at 17351, the 5-7th. Cavalry Mesived 23 ntg aat FSB
&SMauf (YU 336362). Ch 30 September 1970, 13 in northast of Hang -Rang
(IT 265666), Company D, 1-7th Cavalryt, found an es mated 200 graves.
hcvatont of the graves found bodies wrapped li p hos and hamocks.0A -. 2 strike on 15 Febrmuy 1970 itat impacted 600 meters from the

location, um credited for the 200 enemy KIA. On 10 October 1970 at O91OH
Company D, 1-7th Cavalry, lkm southwest of FSB Green (YT 269630),
located &,cache containing 32 120=m mortar rotunds, 277 82mm mortar rounjs,'
and 315 60mm mortar rounds. Company A. 1-7th Cavalry, at 1645H# found
a dche 13 In northeast of Rang Rang (YT 333654), containing 66 crew
served weapons t 246 small arms, 50 high explosive rounds 243 rifle
grenades, and 15,000 AK-47 rounds. On 14 October, 17 -In northeast of

Rng Hang (IT 334649), Company A, 1-7th Cavalry, found a cache containing
185 82,. mortar rounds, 214 high explosive rounds, 500 rifle grenades, and
15,015 small arms rounds. On 16 October 1970, 11 km northeast of Rang Rang
(IT 268638), Company Ci 1-7th Cavalry, found 78 120mm mortar rounds, 152
82mm mortar rounds, and i65 60im mortar rounds. On 1? October 1970 Troop A,
1-9th ACS, sqpportlag ground action of Company A, 5-7th Cavalry, 23 he south-
east of Duc Phong (YT 704982), observed 3 small groups of enemy in the area,
and' engaged them with organic weapons, resilting in, 22 enemy KIA in the com-
bined operation. On 20 October 1970 at 1205ff, an aircraft of Troop S.
1-9thACS, observed 19 enemy 14 km scuth of Dng Xoai (YU 0596615), and
engaged them with organic weapons resulting in 10 enemy KIA. On 29 October
1970 at 1115Ht, the reconnaissance platoon of the 1-7th Cavalry while on
ground reconuaissance located a cache 4 km southwest of FSB Cbnnel (YT
276617), containing 309 82m r.:ortar rounds, 108 120m rounds, 20,635 .51
cal rouhdst and 21,600 7.62mm rounds. Further exploitation of the cache
site on 30 ,October revealed 16 75rm rounds, 4,470 lbs of TNT, 300 lbs of
C-4, and 1,200 Chi Corn grenades.

(b) 25th Infantry Division. The 25th Infantry Division continued
to participate in CampainaToan Thang (Phase IV). The Division continued
its operations in Military Region 3 (W 3), emphasizing small unit
coordinated and combined operations with ARVN and Territorial Forces,
airmobile and bushmaster operations; interdiction of enemy routes of
supply and troop movements; security for routes LTL-SA, QL-4, LTI-5A,
and QL-1; and neutralization of main force and rear service units.
The let Brigade operated in eastern liar Zone "C" and the Saigon River
Corridor in support of the division's mission. The 2d Brigade continued
to operate in Phuoc Tuy and Long Khanh Provinces, conducting small +unit
ground operations in coordinated and combined operations with the 18th
ARM Divisiont RTAVF and the 1st ATF. Primary emphasis was placed on
operations against the 274th N7A Regiment. The 3d Brigade was located
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in, Tay N:in and Binh Diong Provinces in the vicinity of the Michelin
Rubber Plantationt conducting airmobile, bushmaster, and small unit actions.
Mements-of the brigade worked with RF/15F units as part of .the division's
overall program to upgrade Territorial Forces. The 3d Brigade of the 9th
Infantry Division (OFCar to the 25th Division) conducted operations in
'on An Province until its standdown on 22 September. Elements of the 3d
Brigade, 9th Infantry, also conducted coordinated operations 'with the 51st
ARN Regiment and with the RVN Navy alorg the Vam Co Tay and Vam- Co Dong
Rivers* -The units of the brigade began their standdown. on ,1 September
1970, with the 6-31st Infantry, 2-60th Infantry and the 3-60th Infantry
standing down at Di An and the 2-47th Infantry (M) standing down at Bear-
cati The battalions stooddown in phased sequence between 1 September and
22 September 1970. The brigade became OPCON to USARV on 22 September
1970 and was subsequently redeployed to Ft. Lewis, Washington. The 11th
Armored Cavalry Regiment (-) (OPCa4 to the 25th Infantry Division. from 15
September 1970 until the end-of the period) was deployed with the 2-11th
'O(CN to the 1st Cavalry Division. The regiment emphasized ground 'recon-
issance, lines of comunication security, and interdiction of enemy

supply routes and troop. movements. On 8 August 1970 at 1750H, Company D,
2-14th Infantry, along S-239 in the Michelin Plantation (XT 572495)g engaged
an unkown size enemy, force with organic weapons, claymores and artillery,
resulting in 5 enemy KI, and 4 AK-47 rifles and I K-54 pistol captUred.

On 22 August 1970 at 2047H9 14 km north of Cu Chi (XT 602320), Company A,
2-22d infantry, while on ground reconnaissance made contact with an
tuideOntified size enemy' force and engaged it with organic weapons resulting
in 7 enemy KIA. On 21 August 1970 at'193H, Company A, 2-27th Infantry, 14
km north of Cu Chi (XT 604320), while on ground reconnaissance engaged an
unidentified size enemy force with organic weapons and support from
artillery, The action resulted in 6 enemy KIA. On 26 August 1970 ,at 1145H,
6 km west of Minh Thanh (XT 572688), engaged 10 enemy with organic weapons
and claymore mines while conducting ground operations. The contact resulted
± 0 I---KIA . Oz 27"August 1§97 at 2115H, 14 km southwest of Dau Tieng
(XT 405395), Company B, 25th AVN Bn, while supporting the 872d EF Company,
engaged an estimated enemy platoon with organic weapons resulting in
9 enemy KIA and capture of 3 AK-47 rifles. On 6 September 1970 at 0830H,
Company C 92-47th Infantry, while on reconnaissance located and engaged
5 enemy with organic weapons resulting in 5 enemy KIA and 1 AK-47 rifle
captured. On 9 September 1970 at 1910H, 10 Ion west of Ben Cat (XT 628329),
Company D9 4-9th Infantry, found an underground bunker complex while on
ground reconnaissance resulting in the evacuation of 10 6Orm mortar tubes,
3 M-3 machine guns, 66 60rammortar rounds, 3 mines, and 500 small arms rounds.
On 26 September 1970 at O030H, 4 km southeast of Katau (XT 850359), Troop K,
2-11th ACR, reacted to a ground and mortar attack on the 110th PF camp.
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The contact resulted in 11 enemy KIA, (6 of ,which were credited to
Tr6op K), and the capture 'of 3 AK-47 rifles, 1 K-54 pistol, and 2 B-40

A irounds. Friendly lossets were 1 PF KIA and 6 PF WIA. On 29 September 1970
4194fitI, Company D, 4-9th Infantry, engaged the- enemy with a, mechanical
ambush 11 km north of Cu Chi (XT 60526I-), resulting in 5 enemy KIA and
2 AK-47 rifles captured. On 31 October 1970 at O730I7km southeast of
Dau Tieng (XT 551425), Company A7 1-27th infantry, engaged an unknown size

enemy force with claymore mines and organic weapons. There was no return
fire. Results were 6 enemy KIA, 1 PW, and 2 AK-47 rifles captured. On 25
October 1970 at 1750H, Company B, 2-22d Infantry (M), 12 km northeast of
Cu Chi (XT 717245), a mechanical ambush was detonated resulting in 4 enemy
KIA and 3 AK-47 rifles captured.

(c) 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment. The 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment
continued to participate in Campaign Toan Thang (Phase IV). The
regiment was OPCC* to II FFCRCEV until 15 September 1970 when it became
OPCON to the 25th Infantry Division. During the quarter the regiment

a++ emphasized ground reconnaissance, lines of communication security, inter-
diction of enemy supply routes and troop movements, and maintained a ready
status as a mobile reaction force for II FFORCE. The period was generally
characterized by emall and scattered contacts by the squadrons operating
in various independent areas of operation. On 7 August 1970 at 1524H, Troop
A, 1-11th ACR, and the 185th RF Company, while on a reconnaissance operation
4 km northeast of Trang ,Born (YT 239136), observed and engaged an, unidentified
size enemy force. The enemy returned fire with small arms. The contact
resulted in 4 enemy KIA and 3 AK-47 rifles captured.

(d) 199th Infantry Brigade (Separate) (Light). The Brigade continued
to ,participate in Campaign Toan Thang (Phase IV) conducting combined
and coordinated operations with ARVN and Territorial Forces tmtil its
standdown on 15 September 1970. 'Until it stooddown on 15 September 1970,
the 2-.3d Infantry in coordination with ARVN forces, conducted combined
and coordinated platoon size ground reconnaissance, and platoon and
squad size ambushes in concurrent combat and upgrading training for
Territorial Forces in Long Khanh and Binh Tuy Provinces. The 3-7th

tInfantry conducted operations, ground reconnaissance, and airmobile
operations. It also participated in combined operations with ARVN
and Territorial Forces until its standdown on 9 September 1970. The 4-12th
Infantry participated in upgrading of Territorial Forces training and
conducted ground operations until the unit's standdown on 15 September 1970.
The 5-12th Infantry conuinued to support the brigade's mission until its
standdown on 1 September 1970. During the p,riod, fighting was characterized
by many sporadic contacts involving small number of enemy. On 6 August 1970
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at 0925H, the 5-12th Infantry at FSB Gum (ZT 100190), accepted 14 Ictagnard
ralliers. On 19 August 1970 at 1115H. Company B, 5-12th Infantry, detained
30, 'Montagards and 17 Hoi Chanh rallied to the unit 18 km east of Tanh
Linh, (ZT, 14239). 00 ?2 August I970' at 1505H, Company D, 5-12th 'Infantry,
-13 ka southeast of Tanh Linh,. engaged 7 enemy at 75 meters with small arms
and automatic weapons. The enemy returned fire with small arms until
:1525H, when contact broke. A sweep of the area ,found 5 enemy KIA, 2 AK-47
rifles, 2 KS rifles and 1 K-54 pistol.

(e) 1st Australian Task Force. The 1st Australian Task Force (1st ATF)
continued to participate in Campaign Toan Thang (Phase TV)in its assigned
area of operation in Phuoc Tuh Province. The three battalions along with
the armored cavalry pquadrons, conducted reconnaissance and ambush
operations throughout the province, ,.iz emphasis placed on key areas
of enemy activity such as the, Long Ma Icuntains, along Route LTL-2,
and the northwestern portion of Phuc '.y Province. The st ATF conducted
combined operations with Regional an Poprlar Forces as part of its
overall Territorial Forces upgracinF program. The 2d Royal Australian
Regiment/New Zealand (RAR/NZ) iontinued small unit ground operations and
ambushes in western Phuoc Tuv. The 7th RA-R Bn conducted operations
in the eastern portion of the ,nr6vince. The 8th RAR Bn conducted operations
in .central Phuoc Tuy in .he vicinity of Nui Dat. Squadron A, 1st Armored
R#iment, and B Squadi-on, 3d Cavalry Regiment, continued to be 1OON to

the infantry battalions and assisted in road security. The period was
generally charact.erized by small and scattered actions by the battalions

operating in various independent areas of operations. On 3 August 1970
at 1540H, Company A, 8th PAR, Thile in an ambush position 11 km -northwest
of Phuoc Le (YS 347727), contacted three enemy who approached from the
north. The contact resulted in 3 enemy KIA and 1 .45 cal pistol captured.
On 12 Ausust at 0315H, 3 kn. northeast .of Phuoc Le, Company C, 8th RAR,
later assistd by ist Tr66p, B Squadron, 3d Cavalry Regiment, contacted
an estimated 50 to 60 enemy. The enemy approached in 2 groups of 25-30
men, each spread 50 meters apart. Contact was initiated with claymores,
M-79's and small arms. The enemiy returned a small volume of fire and
withdrew to the southeast. lia second enemy group made no attempt to
support the first. The action resulted in 19 enemy KIA, 6 PW, 1 Hoi
Chanh, 9 small -armsand 650 lbi of rice ca tured. On 14 August 1970 at
2029H, 7 km southeast of Dat Do (YS 501537), a joint patrol of Company A,
7th RAR, and Regional Forces contacted 9 enemy who entered their ambush
from the southwest, resulting in 4 enemy KIA and 1 AK-47 captured. On
17 September 1970 at 0430H, the Assault Platoon of the 7th RAR contacted
5 enemy moving from the village of Bat Do. The ambush resulted in 4
enemy KIA and 2 AK-47 rifles and 2 K-54 pistols captured. On 28 September
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an estimated enemy platoon. The engagement resulted in 5 my KIA t 1 FW
and 3 uiall arms captured.

(f) Royal'Thai Army Volunteer Force. The Royal Thai Army Volunteer
Force (RTAVF) continued its participation during the period- in Campaign

Toan Thang (Phase IV). The force conducted ground operations against
the 274th NVA Regiment which incluhed: interdiction of enemy routes
of supply and troop movements, search.and clear operationst cordon
and search operations; and participation in the GVN pacification program.
The 1st Brigade continued to operate 'n Long Khanh and Bien Hoa Provinces
conducting airmobile and ground reconnaissance operations. The 2d,
Brigade conducted small unit and search and clear o.perations in Bien Hoa.
Province. The period was characterized by small and scattered contacts
and the discovery of small caches. On 26 August 1970, Company D, 2-1st
Infantry, 12 Im northeast of Bearcat (YT 254062), found 20 enemy bodies in
5 graves at a bunker complex. On 3 September 1970 at 161OH, 15 ka- southeast
of Long Thanh, Comany D, 3-2d Infantry, while on ground reconnaissance
located approximately 10 enemy and engaged them. The contact resulted in
5 enemy KIA and 2 AK47 ,rifles captured. On 5 September 1970 at 114OH,
Company B, 2-2d Infantry, 10 fen east of Long Thanh (YS 252899)-, engaged
an estimated 20 enemy with organic weapons. The enemy returned fire with
small arms. The contact, which broke at 1235H as the enemy withdrew to
the east, resulted in 4 enemy KIA and i Thai 'K. On 24 September i970t
10 km east of Long Thafih (YS 2208P3), Company A, 3-2d infantry, contacted an
estimated enemy platoon resulting in 4 enemy KIA and 2 small arms captured.
OCn 26 September 1970 at 0630H, Company C, 2-1st Infantry, while on ground
reconnaissance 3 km southeast of Bearcat .(YS 167950), engaged an unknown

T size enemy force with organic weapone resulting, in 4 enemy KIA. On 19
October 1970 at 15OQH, 13 km southeast of Long Thanh (YS 227877), Company A,
3-2d Infantry, while on ground recohnaissance located an enemy bunker
complex. The following engagement, supported by gunships and artillery
support, resulted in 12 enemy KIA. On 19 October at 1500H, Company A,
3-2d Infantry, while on ground reconnaissance and a bomb damage assessmet,
made contitre ith 10 enemy, 9 km southeast of Long Thanh (Y8 220889). The

' ensuing eigagement and airstrike resulted in 25 enemy KIA, 3 AK-47 rifles
and 12 high explosive rounds captured. Friendly losses were I Thai WIA.

(3) Air Operations,

(a) Resources: The following'non-divisional resources of the 12th
a, Aviation Group. (Cbt) were under .OPCC*W of II FFORCEV during the complete

reporting period.

;9,N N
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. 'Helicopnters

8 Assault helicopter companies.

1 Aerial ifeapons company

2 Assault support helicopter, companies (mediu)

-1 Assault. -iupport helicopter company (heavy) (-

Aviation company (corps),V
1 Air cavalry squadron,(.-) one air cavalry troop which ws attached.

-to X=I corps J1 July 1970

~.Airplanes

1 Utility airplane companY

1 Reconnaissance Airplane company()

-(b) At the end of this -reporting period, seven of the eight assault
helicopte r -companies continu dto provide 2,700 hours of support time per
month. Che company stooddown for inactivation on 30 October 19170. Com-
panies are allocated daily as follows:

2 companies of 12 slicks, 4 gumehips, each. Sepcial classified'
missions and general support missions.*

1 company of 12 slicks, 4 gunships. Combat assault plus-7 slicks
for general support.

4,coMpanies of 1 C&Cr 8 slicks, 4 gunships. Combat assaults.

(c) Requests, for UH-1 helicopters for airmobile operations and. general
support continued to exceed available resources. The continuing positive
management of these aircraft proVided maximum utilization consistent With
operational resources.,

(d) With the turnover of one CH-47 Assault Support Helicopter Company
to VNAF, 12 CH-.47 aircraft are commuitted daily for II FFGCWE operations.
Onily through j~udicious scheduling have comitments continued to be mae
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W' '(4 Frc u cre

2. 6thFAMDdt (Radar) 1,Aug.70,

fit ~ ~ 77-FA Det (Radar) 1Aug70 *
k 274thFA Pet (Radar) I 1Avg70

(b iosies as- result of Increuient W M ~7

A 5th bnt60th Inf 1 T7

k 2d~,"B 41th Inf 15Sep 70

£ 30th Cav Plt(ACV) I Sep 70

-450hInf Plt (Scout Dog) 1 SeP70

& -65th Imt Det (Combat fracker) 1 SeP 70

£ 39th-CbeuDet 1 Sep70

£ h 6 t i31st Inf SeSp 70

h -Btry Al2-4thArty 1 SOP70

i Btry B, 2-4th Arty 15Sep 70-

SBtry Ct 2-4th Arty 9 Sep 70

k Etry D, 2-4th Arty 9 Sep 70

j 11B, 2-4th Arty 22 Sep 70

m 571st !kig Co 17 Sep70

4 2dBh),60th Inf 2 2 Sep 70-
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0276th FA' Det 2 2 Sep 70

, P. -56th sia co 22 Sep 76A Co E,, 75th Inf (-nzger) 27 Sop 70

r q9th C_,bo 
28 Sep 70s -493d',MI Det 29 Sep 70

Rff:i HH dBde 9th Inf 5 Oct 70
19th M Det 

t Oc70
v 19th Pl-Det 

5 Oct 70
w 483d MP ,Pt 

6Oct 70

2 199th LIB:
a th Bno 12thInf 

I Sep 70
b HHB, 2-40th Arty 

25 Sep 70
Btry A, 2-40th Arty 25 Sep 70d Btry , 2-4th Arty 9 Sep 70

e Btry C, 2-40th Arty 17 Sep 70

f Btry D, 2-40th Arty 1 Sep 70Z 503d ChemDet 
1 Sep 70

h 2d Bn, 3d Inf 
27 Sep 70

I 76th Inf Det (Combat Tracker) 1 Sep 70
4 49th nuf Pit (Scout Dog), I Sep 70

k 3d Bn, 7th Inf 
9Sep70

1 Co .,9 75th !nf 
9 Sep 70
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s/th Sr Co 12 SO 70
n 179th,1 -et 15Sep70

4th 1th .. f 1SSep 70
g Trp D, 17th Cav 15 Sep 70,

152d NP Pit 24Sep 70,
r 313th Sig Co, 2 5,'Sep70

7thCSn 
2Oct70

J4th M Det 4 Oct 70
.U Oth PI Det 5 Oct 70

_ .HHC, 199th LIB 5 Oct
"" 5 Oc 70

S. II FFOMCV:

a Btry D, 25th FA 1 Aug 70
b 249th FA Det,(Radar) 31Aug70

c 247th FA Det (Radar) 31 Aug 70

d 231st FA Det (Radar) 31 Aug 70
(e) Losses as result of I&M or Increment V:

a. 12th CAG:

. 190th Aslt Hel Co (IM) 1 Sep 70

b 2 05th Asit Sp Hel Co (I&A) 30 Sep 70
q 195th AIC (Increment V.) 30 Oct 70
;d 14th Rec Api Co 15 Sep 70

(Consolidated with the 74th RIcon Api)
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(5) Training.

(a) II FFOCWI assigned and 0PCCO units continued to conduct

individual and unit proficiency training and to provide specialized
"on the job training" (OJT) to adjacent ARNN, units in W 3. Special
emphasis was placed on the mission of upgrading Territorial Forces
through OJT-and joint-ombat operations.

1 Ist Cavalry Division (AM) conducted over 1200 :hours of OJT training
for the 5th- ARV Division on a broad spectrum of subjects. Tactical

OJT for graduates of the 5th ARVN Division NCO Academy continued 'through
this reporting period.

2 25th Division, 199th Infantry Brigade, 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry,
and the 11th ACR conducted OJT in the following subjects:

a Patrolling.

b Night ambush and counter-ambush techniques.

_- First Aid.

d Medical evacuation procedures. 1
a Ground sensor operations.

Rigging of helicopter sling loads.

£Use of AN/PVZ Starlight Scope.

h Platoon leaders refresher course.

_ Search and ambush tactics.

J PPS-5 Radar employment*

(b) The mission to upgrade the effectiveness of the Territorial
Forces RF/PF is being accomplished by several methods:

1 The 25th Division initiated an RF/PF training program in Binh Duong

Province, Tri Tam District, on 15 September 1970 with one rifle company. The
company -set one platoon to each RF compound for a 10 day training period.
Upon completion, the instructing unit and the trained unit then conducted
a joint combat operation for 3 days. The training program improved the
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operational ability and self confidence of the -uits trained. Tb
date 4 BF companies and 4 FEplatoonshave compieted the program..

2 The 32 hour 'R/PF leadership-course taught at the 25th Division
Tropic Lightning, Academy was eipandedt,,apd a; total:of 916 V/0 E*Os
from Tay Ninh, Hau. Ngiia and BInh Duong, Provinces, c6pleted the couse+
as of 31 October 1970. It concentrates on tacticl, lnd navigation, weapon.,
intelligence0, detection and destrction of mnnes ond boby taps,
co M imations and-maintenance.- Classes are conducted in Vietnamese

to the academy.

' The 199th Infantry Brigade, prior to 'its inactivation, ccsudted
extensive 37/IP training program in Binh Tuty' irovince. One rifle compy
was dedicated to train RF/PF in each of the province districts and a
Br-gade, Mobile Training Team conducted continuous training for the V/P?i :n the, poicial capitol of Ham. Ta&. ' ann was conducted for-5 day-f

perMks and concluded' with a 2-3 day joint combat operation. 11 RF
companies and PP platoons in Binh Ttw Province completed this training
prior to standdown of the 199th LIP.

k The let Australian Task Force assisots the M/P in PW Tuy
f Province through combined operations and, on-the-job- training. A "Ptlot"

courser ii ,scheduled for late Noember to train tirritrial cadre and

staff.

(c) 25th Division continued the Tunnel Rat and Demolitions Course.
The school trained 10 RTAVF soldiers in.September 1970.

(d.V; Grenade Laucher, MQ03,.tr as conducted by the IBAW

wNew Equipment Trairnin Team (Nm1T) at the 25th Infantry Division and lst
Cavalry Division(AM). A 4 hour block of inatruction on familiarizatioh
assembly/disassembly, and weapon maintenance was given to .511 -Mo In
addition, the ?MTT gave separate clases to instructors and, company arorers.

(e) The 11th ACR Replacement Training School continued to conduct
a 7 day course of instruction on all gneral military subjects for newly
assigned personnel. A total of 838 I4 and 66 6fficers were trained during
the reporting, period.

(f) II P70 +continues to allocate quotas to the MACV Recondo
School. blmi the reporting period 72 allocations were received, all
72 were filled for training and 50 students succeesfully completed the
course. The RTAVF enrolled 24 people during the period with all
24 graduating.
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0. Lgstics

(1)' Programs and Projects

(a) Logistic Readiness Program

1 The first quarter of FY 71 Logistic Readiness eeting for II FFORC
assigned ad attached units was held on 10 October. Topics discussed
included the major CMI areas of interest, Temporary 1oanst Lateral
Tranifers, .Reports- of, Survery, ahd ca'rnibalization of equipment.

2 The average II FFORCEV helicopter operational readiness (OR) rates
were consistantly above the corresponding USAth averages and DA, Standards
during the quarter.

The LM C experienced a, gradual decline throughout the. quarter, attri-
buted primarily to a requirement for an increasing number of high demand
parts for the O-58, and also the engine changes required by the original
300 hour TBO life on the OH-58 T63-A-700 engine. Because the OM-58 is
relatively new in the Army inventory, there has been no previous experience
data to support maintenance and parts problems encountered in the field.

The CH-47 OR was adversely affected oby the grounding of all CH-47C
(Super) aircraft during the month of September. Conversion of the CH-47 from
the T55-Lli to the T55-L7C engine configuration is expected to be completed
by 15 November and thus restore the CH-47 OR to its normal range.

During the quarter, the aircraft maintenance and supply system, t6
include organizational and support levels, .was tasked with the additicnal
burden of preparing aircraft to meet transfer standards on 12 1U-ID's trans-
ferred to KOREA, and one company of 1-l's and one company of CH-47A's trans-
ferred to VNIAF under ,the &M Program.

6 Unit fill levels have been matntained at 95,percent or better for all heli-
copters except the UH-lB/C gunships which have run between 65-75percent
throughbut the quarter.

(b) Sector Msnagement and Direct Support Logistics Centers

During the past quarter, II Field Force units have been iUvolved in
providing technical assistance to the Sector Management and Direct
Support logistics Centers (S0kISLC) which provide administrative and
logistical supprt to territorial forces. A Oombined Logistics Improvement 1
Committee (CLIC) was established-in III Corps consibting of the Commander
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and Senior Advisor, III Area Logistics Command, the Seioro, Mitarj
Advisor to DI)CC(S, the III Corps Deputy for Territorial Forces and
MA G Advisor, and, II Field Force G4. After Territirial Force, AMIt
and MkCV resources /have been exhausted, those problems considered appro-
priate for Us/FW assistance are passed to the CLIC. UI/F F are
tasked by II Field Force to assist the SMDSW when possible. Techical
assistance has been rendered on'amunition storage and maintenmnce, POL
-storage and q4#pment maintenance.

(2)- Ammunition

(a) Ammunition items in short supply continue to be managed through the
use of available supply rate (ASR) allocations to insure equitable
distribution of available ammunition to all II FFOWCf units.

(b) High dollar ammunition, such as 105m, 155m. and 175mm, expenditure
7 rates were reduced over the period by the use of the ASR and command

emphasis being placed on the reduction and control of lI firing.

(c) During the quarter, the number of conventional munitions udder

available supply rate control was:

AUG 30

SEP 24

OCT 24

(3) Transportation

(a) United States Air Force C-123/0-123/C-7 sorties flown from the Common
Service Airlift System in support c! II FFGOREV are summarized in Inclosure
7.

(b) II FFCRCE had ten dedicated C-7A aircraft during the reporting

period. These were reallocated as shown:

7 1st AIR CAV DIV

1 25th 1W MV

1 5SFGA

II FFORCW Artillery
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(c) The amount of airlift required by II FFCEV units declined from a
vekly average of 578 to 200 tons. This was in large measure due to the
reduced inteasty of conflict and the opening of additional roads.

(4) Base Transfer

(a) In keeping with the 1i.,rovement and Modernization Program and
realigrment of US units, turnover of major bases as well as minor bases
and fire support bases has progressed in- a satisfactory manner during
the reporting period.

(b) Major bases turned over include the followirg:

I Tay Ninh Base Camp transfer, completed on 4 September to Army Republic
of Vietnam (ARVN). It consisted of 1,689 facilities valued at $3,650,500.

2 Camp Keaton was transferred cn 10 September to ARVN. It consisted of
43 buildings at a cost of $196,100.

a Tan An Main was transferred to Long An Province on 15 September
at a cost of $606,500. 145 facilities were transferred.

A Tan An Airfield also was transferred to Long An Province on 20

September at a cost of $606,511. It consisted of 112 facilities.

M Minor bases and fire support, basc.s transferred or -closed are as
follows:

a Fire Support Base (F-B) St. Barbara (XT276679) of the 25th Infantry
Division (Inf) was transferred to Toy Ninh Province on 20 August.

b FSB Silver (XT 829052) of the 199th Infantry Brigade (Light) (LIB)
was closed on 15 September.

£ FSB Dot (YT 740336) of the 199th LIB was closed on 15 September.

d -FSBApache (YT 733255) of the 199th LIB was closed 15 September.

e FSB Deeble (YT 949265) of the -99Lh LIB was transferred to Tanh
Linh District on 1 September.

f FSB Dreamer (YT 925267) of the 199th LIB was closed on 28 August.

FSB Kau (ZS 143998) of the 199th LIB was closed on 8 September.

h FSB Martinez (?ZS 175981) of the 199th LIB was closed on 8 September.

j __________________CONFIDENTIAL
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i FSB Chamerlain of the 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry Divisio (3/9th Inf)
(XS 354984) wis transferred to Hau Nghia Province on 10 September.

jF8B Thu Thua (XS 547701) or ..he 3/9th I1nf was transferred to the
Thu Thus Sector on 4 August.

k FSB Ben Luc (XS 629764) of t,.e 3/9th Inf was transferred to Ben
Luc District on 23 August.

I FSb Waington (XT 145568) of the 25th nf was transferred to

Tay linh-Province on 12 August.

m FSB-Grant (XT 387265) of the 25th Inf was closed on 20 October.

n FSB Timber (YT 692687) of the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile)
(Ist7ACD) was closed on 12 September.

o FSB Bradley (YT 207647) of the 1st ACD was closed on i4 September.

7 P FSB Barry (YU 170311) of the 1st ACD was closed on 20 August.

q FSB Nancy (YT,565384) of the 1st ACD was closed on 10 October.

r FSB Victory (XT 896317) of the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment
(11t ACR) was closed on 20 August.

a FSB Bandit II (XT 908294) of the 11th ACR was closed on 10 September,

t FSB Concord (YT 033174) II Field Force Artillery was transferred to

Bien Hoa Sector on 26 October.

(C) Plans for the transfer of Cu Chi and the remainder of lai Khe and A
Dau Tieng are being developed. The transfer of the three camps should be

accomplished by the end of the next reporting period. The transfer of
Quan Loi Base Camp should be completed in November 1970.

f. Psychological Operations and Civil Affairs

(1) Psychological Operations. During the reporting period, psychological

operations (PSYOP) were conducted in support of tactical operations,

pacification, redeployment of US military forces, and special campaigns.

(a) Implementation of the Wet Season Strategy. The Wet Season

Strategy initiated last quarter was implemented during this reporting

LI
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period. P5OP objectives in support of the strategy included maintaining
neximMa psychological pressure on enemy forces,. Viet Cong families, and
civilians under VC control. Psychological operations promoted disaffection,
induced rallying and surrendering, and lowered the morale and combat A
effectiveness of main , force units. Psychological operations Were also
directed at the Vietnamese people to create a psychological wedge between
enemy local forces and the populace. The civilian population was encouraged
to identify, locate, and report members of the VC Infrastructure and to
induce them to rally° BEphasis was placed on decentralized operations,
exploitation of enemy vulnerabilites, and face-to-face comunications with .
the civilian populace. In- support of these programs, over l40-1illi1o
leaflets were disseminated in M 3 by the OPCON units, 9th Special Op-
erations Squadron, and off-shore resources. The combined aerial and ground
loudspeaker effort of the 9th Special Operations Squadron and OPCON units
exceeded 2,O hours.

(b) In a continuing effort to exploit enemy vulnerabilities and increase
Hoi Chanh rates, PSYOP support was intensified subsequent to B-52 bomb
strikes in September and October. Leaflets that emphasized nostalgia, family
ties, and superiority of allied firepower were dropped in the target area
by the 9th Special Operations Squadron-after B-52 strikes.

(c) Two programs were initiated to promote closer coordination among
PROP agencies, ewith emphasis on Vietnamization.

1 As the result of a proposal to turnover US printing presses to the
Army of Vietnam, G3 II FFMCE7V and the bth PSYOP Bn initiated a training
program for Vietnamese pressmen, Ohoto technicians, and press maintenance
personnel. The 6th PSYOP Bn provided qualified instructors and texts for
the program. On-the-job training was, conducted from 0800-1630t Monday
through Saturday. The consolidation of the 6th PSYOP BA witM the 4th PSYOP
Op, begun in September, did not impact on the training program.

2 The second program consisted of six orientation tours of ?5Y0
facilities in Bien Hca, including the Combined PSYWAR/PSYOP Operations
Center and the th Special Operations Squadron. The purpose of the tours
was to familiarize PSYOP personnel of subordinate units with available
support, promote closer coordination, and encourage more effective PSYOP
by OPCON units. Future tours will be conducted to orient incoming 5/
5 personnel.

(d) Psychological operations in support of US troop redeployment were
initiated and monitored by the G5 Section, II FFCRCEV.
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I Psychological campaigns stressing 'the strength of Vietnamese Armed
Forces and the improved Security .conditions. in the Military Region were I
executed in conjunction with the withdrawal of the 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry
Division, and 199th Infantry Brigade.

*-2 To counteract enemy claims of moral, political, and military-victory,
resulting from the standdown of the 25th Infantry Division, newpsychological
programs were introduced-.to, enhance the image of the GVN and its'Armed Forces, "
particularly the Regional, -Forces and Popular Forces. 2

. G 5 II FFORCEV directed and monitored redistribution, of -PSYOP-.
associated equipment which became available as a result of the withdrawal
oft S forces.

(e) G5 II FFORCEV provided pcychological support for a joint Vietnamese-
US traffic safety campaign aimed at reducing the excessive number of
accidents involving military vehicles. ,some 10,000 copies each of six
multicolored safety posters were produced for distribution through National
Police and Vietnamese Information Service channels. A 5x8 inch dual-
language handbill stressing traffic safety was also printed, and approxi-
mately 50,000 copies were -.distributed to Vietnamese drivers at checkpoints
along Highway 316 between the Newport Bridge and the intersection of Highways
316 and 1. Distribution to I drivers was made at gates to military instal-
lations in the Bien 'Hoa-Long Binh-Plantation area.

(f). Psychological operations supporting resource denial and population
control were initiated, OPCON units were given exploitable themes, psycho-
logical objectives, and-dissemination methods for the campaign. Viet Cong
taxation was attacked by designing four special leaflets with anti-taxation
themes. 700,000 copies of each special leaflet were produced. Taped
messages with instructions to-counter black market activities and illegal
money transactions were furnished to the Military Police transfer points
for broadcasting during the -periods when Vietnamese employees process in
and out of military installations.

(2) Civil Affairs.

(a) During late July and August, in accordance-with the Wet Season
Strategy, US units were repositioned, causing some disruption of civil
affairs programs. The ensuing readjustment causeda sharp curtailment in
military civic action prbjects.

(b) Civic action projects sponsored by II FFMCEV units continued at
a reduced level of activity due to redeployment of the 199th Infantry
Brigade and 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division in September. Continued
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emphasis, on Vietnaizibg pacification efforts has also been- a, factor in
the reduction of US effort.

()The 2d, Civil Affairs Company, working with province and district
advisors, M officials, and local Vietnamese, was engaged in 19 major
prjects 'throughout M~ 3' and the northeastern portion of MR 4. Tinciple
projects completed were: 30 ARVN dependent dwellings, 17 sanitatio.prb-
jects (latrine), 4t,000 meters of road repairs, and 13. schools. Special
emphasis was placed on developing Vietnamese self-sufficiency by encourag-
ing. the (IN to use its owi channels to procure supplies.

'(d)' The- lst 'Australian Civic Action Ukit continued to. be active' in
promoting civic action projects in Phuoc Tuy Province. The most signifi-j
cant undertaking was construction of a sports stadium at Dat Do.

(e) As the level of combat declines, and WB units continue to operate
in close proximity to densely populated +areas, increased efforts -are being
made "to improve US relationships with the Vietnamese. Programs such as
traffic safety assume ever increasing importance. Community relations
councils, established at key US installations, serve as a. sounding board
for problems encountered by US units and frequently produce practical
solutions.,

go Civil Oerations and Rural Develowent SUDporto

(I) Pacification and Development. Phase II of the 19170 Pacification
Development Campaign ended 31 October 1970. The most recent available

HIS data (as of 30 September) indicates that .R 3 has 98.9 percent o its
population living in A, B or C hamlets (3,426,000 people). This has been
a two percent increase since 30 June. The ambitious goal of providing

100 percent of the population with an ABC level of pacification has not
been attained and it is not anticipated that the October HES will show any
substantial improvement. Also, -3,178,100 (91.63.percent) of the populationI
now reside in hamlets with a pacification rating of A or B. This figure
represents a substantial increase over the 86.9 percent of the population
residing in A or B rated hamlets at the end of June. The goal of 96 percent
does not appear obtainable for some time to come. The reporting period is
best described as an interval of steady progress in pacification brought on
bythe inability of the enumy to re-establish effective supply and personnel
replacement "ystems. The climate for pacification in the future was enhanced
during the period by emphasis placed on operations directed towards blocking
attempts by the eniW to re-establish himself. This effort was highlighted
by effective resource control operations and successes in the neutralization
of the Viet Cong Infpastructure. Progress toward Vietnamization was high-
lighted by the efficient and apparently fair senatorial elections conducted
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during the reporting period.

(2) Territorial Securi.ty.

.(a) Training. During i:is reporting period,a total of 2,274 RF
and 1,308 PP completed basic recrit training. A 'total of 131 mobile
a1dvisory teams were empoyed. in fforts to upgrade RF, PF and PSDF.
MVttnamese Postal Message 31i5' TTM/TCQ{/DHHL/6, dated 31 August 1970,

directed the establishment f 1*/PF Mobile Instruction Teams to be utilized
for in place training of the PSDF. This program of " Vietnamese training
Vietnanse" shouid result in a better-trained PSDF.

(b) Operations. Combat operations were conducted further away from
the population centers and were longer in duration. RF mobile operations
.continued to demonstrate the suzcess of the Territorial Fobces in the
pacification effort. The current plan to replace RF and PF performing
static security with National Police and PSDF will release additional
Territorial Foces to perform mobile operations. However, this' concept
includes the possible conversion of selected RF to National Police which
will place an additional burden on the already strained manpower require-
ments for RF.

(c) Logistics. RF and FF logistical support activities received
much needed command emphasis. Joint Vietnamese and US improvement
committees began inspecting provincial logistical activities to determing
if the logistical procedures were adequate to meet the tactical needs uf

the RF and PF.

(d) Orkanization. Long Bien Special Zone (LBSZ) was officially
dissolved on 25 September 1,70. The 57th, 58th RF Bns and one ARVN
Battalion reverted to the control of the Bien Hoa Province Chiefs The
former mission of LBSZ is now the responsibility of Bien Hoa Province.

(3) Chieu Hoi.

(a) The number of returnees totaled 1,01 for this quarter (August-
October). The returnee classifications were: Military 472; Political
353; Other Elements 216. The returnee breakdown by province and autonomous
city is: Bion Hoa 84; Binh Duong 53; Binh Long 79; Binh Tuy 83; Gia Dinh 46;
Hau Nghia 184; Long An 136; Long Khanh 37; Phuoc Long 125; Phuoc Tuy 39;
Tay Ninh 146; Vung'Tau 3; and Saigon 26.

(b) There has been a steady decline in the returnee rate during this
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pe iW. This my be attributed to several factors. The VC have returned
to guerrilla wrfar e aimed at disrupting pacification. This type of - -

operation reduces, the size of units and leaders obtain more control over the
lmwr leve cadre from which the majorty of ralliers come. Military
opratin w=h have been the major factor in producing _returnees, were
it, a reduced level this quarter. Military operations and -pacification
po -. have reduced the number of VC in Military Region 3. ConsquentlYt,
fewer ralliers are expected ,unless the VC are able to rebuild their personnel
structures. Should such an increase ,in VC strength occurthe returnee
rate wll depend upon the source; infiltration rrom North Vietnam or locally
rocruited. Past e#Arience has indicated a continued low rate of returnees
should VC replaceuents arrive fr North Vietnam.

(c) Instructor training courses in carpentry, house wiring and plumb-
ing were copleted at the Regional Vocational Training Center. A total of
48 returnees comleted the courses and were transferred to other 1.7.-Zary
3epgio s in the country to teach courses in their area of competence.
Prosently, 154 returnees are enrolled in vocationahl training at the Regional
Tisinini Center.

(d) The Armed Propaganda Teams (APT) increased their activity follow-
ing psycbological warfare training at the National Training Center in
Vug Tau. Despite the increased activity on the part of the APT, however,
the returnee rate continued to decline.

(e) Two terrorist attacks were reprted during the quarter:. one
attack'by -ndirect fire was against the Chieu Hoi Center in Gia Dinh
ProvInce; the other was an infiltration into the Chieu Hoi Hamlet of Dec
Dinh, Dinh Tuy Province. No death. or injuries were- reported and property
damage was light.

(f) All agencies showed more interest in the exploitation of returnees
for intelligence and psychological purposes.' Payment of weapons awards
increased as,,more, returnee led task forces to small, weapons caches.

(5) R

(a) Significant progress has been made during the quarter in ful-
fill-ig thc boa administration goals of the Special 1970 Pacification
and Development Plan.

() Villageand hamlet election goals have been fulfilled with the
eok~ption of two hamlet elections. This raised the n~ubcr of elected
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village and hamlet governments to 97' percent of the regional total.

(c) The training at Provinrcal Training Centers of village and
hamlet officials was 86 percent completed; 1,468 (76 percent) of the
1 909 village officials and 1,510 (96 percent) of the 1,557 hamlet
Officials scheduled for basic training were trained. -Refresher training
was accomplished for 445 (86 percent) -of -the 517 programmed- to receivet raining

(d) The personnel strength of village and hamlets continued to be
good with 97- percent of the authorized. village positions and 95 percent
of the authorized hamlet positions filled. Recruitment of village technical
cadre, however, continued to be difficult with only 309 (59 percent) of the
532 authorized cadre assigned.

(e) The most significant activities in education during the last
quarter were the opening of the new school year, the training of 687
new elementary school teachers, distribution of 22,308 textbooks for
clases in English in the public high schools, and construction of Village
Self Development and Ministryr of Education funded additional classrooms.
In addition, at a conference during the later part of the period, the
national objectives of education and projected reforms in the, syitem wer,.
discussed.

(f) In Youth Affairs, the most significant activities were: the
organization of youth councils; the program to obtain more involvement
in youth affairs on the part of the PSDF; and the establishment of a
foundatinn for accelerated inter and intra-provincial competition in
volleyball.

(g), During this quarter, there was a re-assignment of Rural Develop-
ment Cadre to Village Information Service Cadre as the result of an
agreement between the Ministry of Information and the ,1nistry of Rural
Development to strengthen the personnel.deficient Information Service with
RD Cadre. There wil l -e 1,500 RD Cadre affected throughout Vietnam in a
two-phase re-assignment which is to be completed by 31 December 1970.
kR'3 wi2l have 126 RD Cadre affected in Phase I. 'No information pertaining
to Phase II is currently available.

(h) Road building programs in MR 3 progressed slowly toward established
oals during the third quarter ,of 1970. The Lines of Communication
LOC) program reached 75 percent of the original goal of 379 kin. Due 'to the

fact that the paving of Route QL-1, Gia Ray to the MR 2 and MR 3 border,
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will not begin until 1971, the 1970 program will not exceed 82 percent
of the 1970 goal. The 1970 Secondary Road Program executed by US and
ARN Engineer battalions was terminated during the thid quarter with 87
percent of the goal of 49 km-of road upgraded. US Engineer battalions are
-presently working on the rehabilitation of tactical roads in Binh Tuy
Province and Phuoc Long Province. The Central Pacification and Develop-
ment Councils roads and bridges program showed a decided increase in the
rate of completion of projects during the third quarter. Of the original
63 road and' bridge projects in the 1970 program, 5 have been canceled,
43 have been completed, and 15 are under construction. It appears that this
completely Vietnamese developmental program will approach 100 percent
completion by- the end of tne year.

(i) The survey of Public Works capabilities and .responsibilities
undertaken jointly by MAC-DC-LOC and USAID Engineering was a positive step
in improvement of the capabilities of the Public Works. The survey is an
attempt to determine what the road maintenance responsibilities of the
Public Works. will be when the US road building programs are terminated and
to determine the capabilities in manpower and equipment of -the Public
Works to meet these requirements.

(J) The USAID contract with the American firm, Asia Wells, for
drilling deep wells in Long An Province neared completion during the
quarter. Four of the wells have been turned over to village committees
for operation and maintenance, and the remaining two will be completed
in early November.

(k) As of 30, September, 3,600 VSD projects were approved in MR 3I
with -a completion rate of 47.42 percent or 1,700 projects. The minimum
expectation regarding the completion of approved projects is 75 percent
by 31 December 1970.

(1) The Land-to-the-Tiller (LTTT) program was not initiated until
1 September 1970. To date, 20 percent of the 28,420 hectare LTT goal
has been distributed with an additional 22,542 hectares identified with
paperwork in process. The declaration period for landlords and famer-
owner-operators ended on 30 September 1970. During this period, 19,102
farmer-owner-operators declared 57,294 hectares for retention, and 2,019
landlords declared 12,987 hectares for expropriation and compensation.
A large portion of these applications are still being processed at the
Province level. The Expropriated and Former French Land Distribution
Program accounted for the distribution of 572 hectares of land. This re-
presents the attainment of 79 percent of the 718 hectare program goal.
The Squatter Land Distribution Program completed 68 percent of its goal
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by distributing I,822 of 2,650 'hectares. The Resettlement and Develop-
meret Program completed 95 percent of its goal by distributing 2,559 of
2,670 hectares -

( 6) Soe of the early plantings of the high yielding varities
of rice reached maturity and were harvested during the reporting period.
The rainy season started with spotty localized rains and included dry
pe.rods ihich created anxieties and concern for this year's rice crop.
However, rains cotinued in sufficient quantities and present forecasts
are for a good crop. hpansion of the percentage of the total rice land

L planted to the high yielding varieties Of rice continued and an acceleration
of this- expantion,is expected in the sec nd crop this year. The new varie-
ties, IR20 and IR-22, have been enthusiastically accepted .and- seed multi-
plication accomplished to such an extent that there should be no shortage
of this choice seed' for the second crop planting.

Pl, (n) Experimental planting of grain sorghuM produced varied results.
Some of the plots produced exceptionally well, while others were complete
failures. Additional seed and fertilizer kits have been secured and
planting continues with the hope of isolating and identifying some of
the causes of failure. There is every indication that grain sorghum can,
,and will be produced profitably in ,R 3; however, questions remain regarding
the reaction of thhs crop to local soil and ecological conditions and the
optimum fertilizer treatment and cultivation practices necessary to
produce a profitable agricultural venture. Farmer acceptance can, perhaps,
best be described as cautious, though some of them did plant fairly large
plots. Unfortunately, lack of knowledge and-proper methods of crop care
resulted in reduced crops on these plantings. Programs and procedures
have been- initiated that will correct some of the above problems, however,
results will not be avalable this planting season,

h. Artillery.

(1) General. II FFORCEV Artillery units, since returning from
Cambodia, have been employed throughout Mlitary Region 3* While a
preponderence of heavy artillery support is along the western border, units
are also located in Binh Tuy and- Phuoc Tuy Provinces; providing support
to the 1st Cavalry Division (AM) and the Ist Australian Task Force.

(2) Tactical Developments. Current locations of II FFCRCEV Artillery
units are listed in inclosure 10. Heavy artillery coverage for Military
Region 3 is portrayed graphically in inclosure 11.
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(a) Across border fires in support of AWNoperations have been
a primary mission of II FF(IKPI Artillery units during the reporting
fl~l4od.

(b) Sumary Of Imit moves during the reporting period.

9 Aug70 ty Aq 2d .Ba 32d ArtY Moved to Thien Ngon (XT 081825)
(S pitooi)from Bui Soi WX 087472

'Btry B, 7th a 8th Arty Moved to Bh n Sol (XT 113495)

(17 platoon5  from FSB Blue (XT 256289)

BtryC, 2d Ba, 32 Arty Moved to ThiLn Ngon(XT 081825)
(S" platoon) from FSB Lanyard (IT 075895)

11 Aug 70 Btry A, 2d Bn, 32d Arty Moved to FSB Ilingsworth
(8" platoon) from Thien '7gon

( t 08182 5)

Btry C9,2d Bi, 32d Arty Moved to FSB Illingsworth
(9" platoon) from Thie Ngon

14 Aug 70 Btry At 7th Bn, 8th Arty Conducted a raid at YS 5052
(one tube 8") closed FSB Horseshoe (YS 494621) .

15 Aug 70 Btry A, 2d B, 32d Arty Moved to XT 023784 from
(8" platoon) FSB Illingsworth (XT 037792)

Btry C, 2d Bn, 32 Arty Moved to YT 023784 from
(8" platoon) FSB IJlingsworth (XT 037792) /1

Btry C, 2d En, 32d Arty Moved to FSB Lanyard (XT 075888)
(8" platoon) from XT 023784; battery intact

16 Aug 70 Btry A, 2d Bn, 32d Arty -Moved to FSB Elsenburg (XT 113495j'
(8" platoon) from XT 023784

Btry A, 2d En, 32d Arty Moved to FSB Elsenburg (XT 113495)
(one tube 175m) from FSB Lanyard (XT 075895)

Btry B, 7th Bn, 8th Arty Moved to FSB Blue (XT 256289)
(one tube 175mi) from Ben Soi (XT 113495) I
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25 Aug7 Btry B, 7th hig Mt Arty Ccmducted a raid at YT 6437

(one tube 8") c1loud/]B Horseshoe, (YS 404621)

24- Aug 70 Btry A, 7th B, Sth Arty M ovedto YS140917 fr 6 FeB
(on platoon) e Horslhoe -(Y S 44621)

25 'Aug 70 Btry B, 7th Bn, 8th Arty CMoncted a rald at YT 64037'
(battery intact) closed framkSB se (YX 4398)

Btry C, 7th Bn, 8th Arty Moved to FeB Blue (XT 256289)
(one tube 8", one tube from-Blacichorse (YS443978)

26 Aug 70 Etry B, 7th Bn, 8th Arty Moved to Blackhorse (Y 493978Y)
(one tube 8 " one tube from LB The (XT 2569)

8SpBtry C, 7th Bn, 3th Arty Moved to FSB Baue (XT 5239)
(one tube 8 , ,one tube from Blackhrse (YS T3976)

27 Aug 70 Btry B,.6th Bn, 27th Arty Moved .to FSB Oladwell (XU2773508)
(battery intact) GSR to st Cavalry Division

30 Ag 70 Btry At 7th Bn, 8th Arty Moved to FeB Horseshoe (YS 492622)
W8 platoon) from long Thanh (YS 140917)

8 Sep 70 Btry A# 2d Bn, 32d Arty Moved to FSB Katum (XT 333905)
battery intact from FSB Elsenburg (XT 13495)

S1SpBtry B, 2d Bn, 32d Arty Moved to NDP (XT 2718) 0 )
pbatter intact from FSB Katum (XT 333902)

9 Sep 70 Btry B, 2d Bn, 32d Arty Moved to FSBElsenburg (XT 1340 5)
battery intact :from XT 2778

14i Sep 70 Btry-h, 7th Bn, 8th Arty Moved to Long, Than (YS 14020)
S(8"1 platoon) frocm FSB Horseshoe (YS 49h621)

25 Sop 70 Btry B, 7th Bn, 8th Ajrty Conducted a raid at YT 664037

battery intact

3 Oct 70 Btry A, 7th Bn, 8th Arty Moved to FSB Horseshoe (YS 492622)
(8"1 platoon) from Long Than (YS 140920)
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S8 Oct 70 Btryi, 2d in, 32d Arty .Moved to FSB lsehburg (XT 113495)
A battery initact from FSBLanyard (XT 07588)

_17 Oct 70 Btry-A-, 7th- Bn, 8th Arty Moved to F8B Bruiser (YS 645653)
(8"1 plato--)l from PSB Horseshoe (YS 492622)

18 Oct 70 Btry A, 6th Bn, 27th Arty Moved to FSB Elizabeth (XU 853148)
_. ...- ;battery-intadt from FSB Wade (XU 728087)-

:. Btry Of 6thBnt 27th Arty Moved to FSB Weade (XU 728087)
• I(four tubes 175mm) • from Bu Dop (XU 971288)

S19 Oct '70 Btry A, 6th Bnt 27th Arty I-oved to Bu Dop (XU 971288)
! battery .intact from FSB Elizabeth (XU 853148)

21 Oct 790; Btry Al 7th Bn,. 8th Arty lved to Nui Dat (YS 430677)
(8"1 platoon) from FSB Bruiser (YS 6456N3

Btry B, 7th Bn 8th Arty M.oved toPhuoc Vinh
(175m platoon} from Blackhorse (YS 443978)

24 Oct '.70 Btry Of 7th Bn 8th Arty Moved to FSB Hull (XT 263380')
i75 platoon) from FOB Blue (XT 256289)

Closed back into FSB Blue after
one day raid

Btx-y Of 2d Bn, 32d'Arty Moved to FSB Hull (XT 263380)
(175mnplatoon) from FSB Elsenburg (XT 113495)

; ~Closed FSB Elsenburg afte n
day raid

.25 Oct 70 Btry Of6th p 27th Arty Moved to XU 713176

S(two tubes 175ram, two tubes from FSB W-.ade-(XU 728087)

: 26 Oct 70 Btry A, 7th Bn,, 8th Arty M.oved to FOB Horse:shoe (YS 495622)
(8"1 platoon) from NuL Dat (YS 1;",0677)

27 Oct 70 Btry A, 7th Bn, 8th Arty Moved to FSB Strike (YS 813()66)
(8"1 platoon) from FSB Horseshoe (Y" 495622)

30 ct 0 Bry C, 2dBn 32d Arty Moved to FSB Buell (XT 22553 5)

(8"1 platoon) from FOB U' senburp, (XT 113495)
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Btry C, 7th Bn, 8th Arty *.bved to FSB uell (XT 225535)

( t (one tube 84) from FSBBlue (XT 256289)

K (c) At the close of thb reporting period, heavy artillery batteries
were positioned primarily along the western. border of Military Region 3.
These units support maneuver elmet of the -5th, 25thi and 18th AllW ?V
Divisions, ARVN Airborne Division, as well, as the 1st Cavalry Division (A1).
Located in the southeastern portion ,of the region is one heavy artillery

4 battery that is ,GSR to the 1st Cavalry Division '(AM) Artilleryj.I

(d) The reporting period was :characterized by frequent repositionin.
'of II FFORCEV Artillery units in order to provide the required support for
maneuver units These short notice changes required a constant state of

readiness -by all personnel. As a result of diligent efforts, by the members
of II FFORCEV Artillery units, all assigned tasks were effectively and
expeditiously accomplished.

(e) Continuing emphasis was placed on the management of artillewr
expenditures. Special attention was given to the accurate evaluation of
potential targets. These expenditures were closely monitored throughout
the period to determine any significant trends. Each month was marked by
a decrease in total expenditures by TI FFORCEV Artillery units. Careful
attention to the prudent use of artillery has brought expenditure totalr
to the lowest level in 22 months.

(f) Individual batteries continued to be placed OPCON to specific
battalions. This method of control, instituted at the end of the Cambodian
offensive, has proven to be extremely effective in meeting all operational
requirements. The current task organization under this plan is at Inclosure

(3) ARVN Artillery

(a) Overall training during the reporting period decreased as the
goals set forth under the Artillery Dong Tien (Forward Together) Plan were
realized.

(b) Studies are now being done to assist ARMI in the employment
of Territorial Force Artillery units in the near future.

d. Intelligence

(1) AN/l4,Q-4A Countermortar Radar (CMR)

(a) Operational Effectiveness - The continued program of evaluation

and analysis of the effectiveness of AN/,%K-MA CHR's employed throughout M
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3 for the months of August, September and' October revealed the statistics
discussed below. These figures include attacks which could not be observed
due to mecnical down time afid sectors other than the sector of fire being
observed at the time -of the attack.

(b) Analysis of Operational Statistics - Of the 78 indirect fire
attacks occurring within range of a countermortar radar, 8 attacks occurred
during a period when the radar within range was inoperative, 14 attacks
-occurred during normal Radar off time, and 46 attacks occurred- out of the
Radar sector of search. In 10 instances, acquisition was made, resulting

in 10 weapon locations. "

(c), Location of AN/MPQ-4A Radars - See Inclosure 12 for the location
of AN/1.T-4A's as of 31 October. (II FFORCEV Artillery resources are
indicated by an X).

,(2) AN/TPS-25A Ground Surveillance Radar (GSR)

(a) Operational Effectiveness - The AN/TPS-25A Radar continued to be
successfully employed in an offensive role throughout H.R 3. During
the period of 1 August to 31 October, a total of 1885 target sightings were
reported. Of these, 1006 were engaged.

(b) Radar Locations - During the reporting period, there were
seventeen relocations of the AN/TPS-25A Radars for ground surveillance
Coverage of critical areas of R, 3 and portions of Cambodia. The
locations of the seven AN/TPS-25A GSR's in II FFORCEV as of 31 October
are depicted in Inclosure 13. (II FFORCEV Artillery resources are indicated
by an X).

(3) Improvement of Radar Effectiveness.

(a) Radar Quality Control Inspection Team - In a continuing effort
to upgrade the operational and maintenance standards of the Radar detachmentr
in Ift 3, a Radar Quality Control/Inspection Team consisting of a qualified
radar Warrant Officer and a maintenance technician inspected nine AN/Mr.U"4A
Radar sites and ten TPS-25A Radar sites during the reporting period. In-
spection reports were submitted to the parent organization for corrective
action.

(b) Radar Operator Training - During the reporting period of
August, September and October, 12 enlisted operators from divisional and
II FFORCEV Artillery Radar Detachments received a three day course which
presented the operational and maintenance problems peculiar to the employment
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of radars in Vietnam; additionallyin August, a 5 day operator and mintenance
course was initiated to train ARVN personnel. This course i held twice
monthly.

S urvey

(a) Extension of Survey Control - During the reporting period, 28
fourth Order survey control points were established within HR 3.

.(b)' C6ntrol Point Recovery - During the reporting period, 12 points j . 2
were successfully recovered while 27 points could riot be located or were
found to be destroyed.

() Survey Quality Control - The II FFORCIE Artillery Survey Quality
-Control Team visited all seven Artillery Battalions of II FFORCEV Artillery,
in an.-effort to determine the capability of each battalion survey, section to
accomplish its mission. Reports were submitted to each battalion for
information and appropriate corrective action°

i. Communications. Significant changes in communications in support
of II FFORCEV operations during the reporting period are outlined below:

(i) CO .UNICATIONS C1TiWI/CO N-MICATIONS SECURITY

-(a) On 8,September 1970, a secure teletype circuit was activated to the
74th Reconnaissance Airplane Company.

(b) On 15 September 1970, teletype circuits to the 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment (ACR) and the 199th Light Infantry Brigade (LIB) were deactivated.

(c) The II FFORCEV Signal Section COMSED account received a RRU inspec-
tion on 13 October 1970. No discrepancies were found.

(d) In the month of October, informal visits were made to each OPV!
unit's communication center. An annual command, COMM inspection was con-
ducted of the 53d Signal Battalion (Corps) and a courtesy C(MEC inspection
was made at the 11th ACR.

(e) During the period, all II FFORCEV Address Indicating Groups (AIG)
were reviewed and revised.

(2) WIRE CO NIC.TATIO I S

(a) On 4 August 1970, the AN/TRC-24 radio relay system from IT IFOREV
to 1st Air Cavalry Division (ACD) rear at Bien floa was deactivated.
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ACD-,a t CR t cii An p a ctvaed to replac the r/edct7B sytem which was,

() On 1 August 1970, al -chahel radiorelay systemwas established m- tO mintain %cjoMmuncatidns,'.frdm Tay Niih- West- to Tay Ninh East in supot
,iof the 18th ARM. ;Frwar-d,. 187th, Armed;:Helicopter 96ompany, and the -Ist

Bttalionin?7th r e ry .

(d) ',On i5 SepteMber 1970, the Ak!tRC-24 radio relay systems to the
wth ACR Dnfie and the 199A4 'LIB at FsB te were. deactivated. -

te) ,53d signal Battalion '(Corps maeapyia netry to determine

the exact -number of main lines and exctensions from the Hurricane switch-
.board-oh-15-06tober 1970. ... ..,

(f). th 19 October '1970, alI .general .officer quart ftrs VWee removed ,from !

~Hurricane intercept.

; (g) On 20 October !970, the radio relay systems to Cu Chi and Xunn Loc
were~reconfigured due 'to the relocation of the 2d Bde, 25:th Infantry

Division.

(h) On 24 October 1970, the radio 'relay system to 'FSB Lyrnch was deacti-
vated.

(i) On 25 October 1970 two circuits were installed from the 1st ,ACD
to the 3d' Squadron, 17th Air Cavalry.

(J) Additional telephone mainlines, extensions, and ringdown trunks
were installed in October to support redeployment activities.

(3) RADIO COMMICATIONS

(a) On 15 September 1970 i the Ist ACD assumed responsibility for Nui
Chua Chan (Hill 837) and all 53d Signal Battalion equipment was removed.
Miltichannel systems that had been relayed through Hill 837 were rerouted.

(b) On 30 September 1970, a secure automatic FM retransmission station
was established on Nui Ba Den (Hill 986) in support of i, 3 advisors.

(c) On I October 19710, an FM radio station was established in the II

FFORCEV TOC for the G2 Air to receive in-flight intelligence reports.

(d) On 22 October 1970, a monitoring program was established to monitor
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one FM net each day for security violations anid continuin incorrect. RTO
procedures.

(e)On 30 October 1970, the 53d 'Signal Battaion -Provided- an automti,
eM retansmission station at Di An for, 25 th Infantry DIivision convoy contra)). j
04) TUW RN 21OASE CAMPS

(a) On 30-August 19?70,Tay Ninh base camup was turned over to the GVU.,
'Perimeter-telephone wire, burrned cable and the',main 'distribution frame were
hand-! receipted to the ARVN.,-

(b) On 12 September 19,70, Quan Loi base camp was, turned over to GVN.,Peri meter-telephone w ir6 and buried -cable wr adrcitdt RN

'()On, 20 Septembe r 1970, Tan An base camp and 'Tan, An airfield, were
transferred to, GVN. Perimeter telephone wire, buried cable, for AB-105
coniiunications. towers, anid two'distnibution fra mes were hand-receipted
to ARMU

(5) 'Cbl4uNICAT-I0US J 4% STEITY

(a) Communications economy measures were re-emphasi-ed by a 16 September'
1970 COI-IS4ACV message. 'Wherever possible, reductions hve been made in
pystemts and circuits-.

-(6). CONJTINGEN~CY TEAM OPERATIM~S

(a) 53d Signal Battalion (Corps), and the II FFC~ICE Signal Section
exercised the signal contingency team by participating in two airmobile
exercises where the equipment was airlifted to Cu Chi and placed intob opera-
tion providing securc F11 and-'radio teletype, and Single Side and (ssB)
-voice radio communication. A long range conumzicatio'ns-test was conducted on
26.October 1970 where secure radio t eletype comunications was established
with the 63d Battalion atPhu Bail WIN.

(b) The contingency VHF radio relay teams were exercised by the 52d
7; Signal Battalion on 21 October 1970 through 23, October 1970. Systems

were established between Cu Chi, Di An, Phu Ioiq Phuoc Vinh and Plantation.

j. Information

(1) During the reporting period, the Information section includin- tho
IT Field Force Vietnam Information Office and 16th Public Ibfdrmation Detach-
mHent, was notified to cease publication of "The Hurricane" on a monthly/
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basis. On 11 August, a letter signed by the Chief of' Staff, TI- Field-Force
Vietnam, was forwarded to the Commanding General , Uhited States Army Vietnam..
Later&, a letter 'from the Commanding General,, II Field Force Vietnam, was for-
warded requesting an exception, to policyi UARV continues to gather back-
ground data, and a reply to the CG's letter is expected during the second
week of November.

(2) Two issues of "The Hurricane," August and September, were published.
They continued to emphasize pacification and Vietnamization in- ,,?litary
Region 3. There were 18 feature articles ranging from a look at the "World
of Saigon Tea" to special coverage of the 60-day Cambodian Operation.

(3) The September 1970 issue of "The Hurricane" - Cambodian Special -

vias submitted for consideration in. the "special achievement" award category
of the Keith L. Ware Awcard, sponsored by the Depa-tment of the Army. The
August 1970 issue was submitted for consideratin- in the overall "outstandinr
magazine" category as well.

(4) The Information Scction continued to prepare and file news and -home-
town releases to all news media. There were 137 press releases published and
133 hometowm releases processed during the period.

(5) w'ith the reduction of available airtime by AFVN and the reduction
of radio personnel assigned to the Information section, the weekly radio
program, "Dateline III Corps" was discontinued. The Padio/Tv Section con-
tinued to prepare and present the national and international news roundup
to the Commanding General and his Staff at the evening briefings. With the

- addition of new personnel, this area is expected to expand in the coming
reporting period.

(6) The Information section continued to conduct bi-monthly press up-
date briefings for the civilian news media every second and fourth Mondayr.
These featured- the regular briefers from the G2, G3 and CORD5, prescnting an

*update of the Military Region 3 and III Corps situation. Attending the
Awrust, September, and October briefings were 71 press and media representa-
tives. Briefings were well received with many questions answered for the
press. Press relations remained excellent during the reporting period.

k. &igineer Support

(i) General: Engineer support during this quarter included a wide
rangc of combat and operational support missions. The major effort
was expended on construction of fire support bases to support realignment
of forces after the Cambodian Operation and due to the draw-down of US
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forces. Most significant was the expansion of 'FSB Mace to accomodate the
3d Brigide, 1st Cavalry Dlvision. Additional significant effort went to FSB's
-L iyard- Katum, Wade, Bu Dop and Duc Phong to support elements ,of II
FFORCDJArtillery. Other tasks included MSR construction and upgrade, bridge
construction and maintenance of forward airfields. Of significance in
this area was the upgrade of LT-Ii4, Routes 333, 334, and 335, and LTL-1A

s ,north of Song Be.

(2) LOC Program: The- 20th Engineer Brigade, ARVN agineers and the
civilian corporation RM(K-BRJ were engaged in restoring principal roads
in IM 3. The 20th Engineer Brigade had units on QL-20 from Gia Kiem
to the : 2/MR 3 border which is now 60 percent complete, QL-1 from the junction
of QI-20 to Gia Ray which is now 96 percent complet'e, QL-13 from Lai Khe to
An Loc which is now 98 percent complete and TL 2A/LTL-1A from the junction of
QL-13 to Phuoc Vinh which is complete except for minor shoulder work.
R, K-BRJ is 59 percent complete on QL-15 from Bearcat to Vung Tau.

(3) Tactical Road Program: Almost no work was accomplished on 'the
Tactical Road Program due to commitments to support the II FFORCEV Wet
Season Plan and poor construction weather. This-project remains approxi-
mately 90 percent complete. Planning for tie 1971 program is almost completc,
with construction expected to start I December 1,70. First priority in this
program will be completion of the 1970 program.

(4) Land Clearing Program:

(a) Clearing operations were only slightly affected by the rainy
season. A Total of 20,042 acres were cleared by elements of the 62d &1ginecr
Battalion, with significant areas cleared in the Trapezoid, Binh Tuy,
Binh Duong and Trang Bom.

(b) The 318th Land Clearing Company (ARVN) cleared a total of
14,827 acres in the Long Khanh and Trang Bom areas.

(5) The 517th ngineer Detachment (Terrain) continued its support of
HQ, 1i FFCRCEV and OPCON units with continuous aerial and ground recon-
naissance, preparation of trafficability studies for LOCs and I-[Rs and
evaluation of roads, bridges and forward airfields. A major terrain
analysis study was conducted in support of future ARVI'J operations.

1. Inspector General. During the reporting period, the Inspector
General completed ten inspections and conducted three investigations/
inquiries.
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m. Staff Judge Advocate.

(1) Diring t:rVh reporting period, personnel of the Staff Judge-
Advocate Section continued to make visits to the subordinate units in
the field to provide legal assistance and guidance in the handling of
military justice matters.

(2) Five general courts-martial and four BCD special courts-marital
were conduct during -the reporting period.

(3) The Office of the Staff Judge Advocate continued to provide
legal support for post, cacp, and station functions.

(I) Claims processing remained at a high level during the quarter.

2. (C) Section 2. Lessons Learned: Commander's Observations, Evaluations
and Recommendations.

a* Personnel. None

bu. Intelligence.

(1) Source Payment.

(a) OBSEVATION: Increased awareness concerning type of currency
utilized in making cash payments to sources is required on the part of US
agent handlers.

(b) ELVALUATION: US agent handlers, in some instances, have been

paying their sources with brand new piaster notes, in areas where new
GVN currency is seldom seen. In addition, they were paid with bills oflarge denominations in localities where currency notes in excess of 100

piasters are seldom in the possession of the populace. This practice will
inevitably foc.us undue attention on US agents and may identify them to the
enemy.

(c) REC'IMMATIONS:

1 That US source!; be paid with used banknotes.

2 That banknotes used, to pay sources be of small denomination.

(2) Security Procedures.
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-(a), OBSERVATICN: Individirlls involved in the transporting and -handling

of classified material must be continuously aware of the proper methods of
safeguarding the material.

(b) EVALUATICK: In one case, a messenger who was delivering a
classified document stopped to have a steam bath. The document was left in
the messenger's trousers while he had his bath. Upon dressing, he
realized that the document was missing. This is a classic example of how
classified information -falls in the hands of the enemy due to poor security
practices on the part of the individual.

(c) RECOMNDATIONS:

1 That personnel be rontinuously made aware of good security practices,
and use them until they become good security habits.

2 That personnel be instructed never to leave a document unattended
while transporting it.

If many deliveries are to be made, the courier should carry all
documents with him to each delivery site. If traveling in pairs, one courier
can guard material while the other makes the delivery.

(3) Sensor Implantation.

(a) OBSERVATION: Rotary-wing aircraft are not always available for
use in aerial implantation of sensors.

(b) EVALUATION: The 25th US Infantry Division has successfully
dropped Air Delivered Seismic Intrusion Devices (ADSIDs) from an Army
fixed-wing aircraft, the U6A Otter. A high degree of accuracy was ob-
tained by dropping the ADSID from an altitude of 1500 feeL with an aircraft

rspeed of 80 knots. A drop team of three men is required: a spotter, a feeder,
and bombardier. The drop procedures are the same as for drops from
helicopters. The correct location of the sensor, marked by an attached CS
grenade, is obtained through photography taken from another aircraft trailing
the drop aircraft.

(c) R0Off.NDATION: That consideration be given to the use of fixed-
wing assets for sensor implants when rotary wing aircraft cannot be used.

c. Operations

(i) Close coordination of village/hamlet defense plan.
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(a) OBSERVATION: A strong VC attack was successfully defeated due to
an: effective :well- conducted village defense plan.

(b) EVALUATION: At 260015 September 1970, Tanh Binh outpost, Phu Giao
District, Binh Duwmg Province, was attacked by a VC force estimated as a
battalion (-). The outpost was occupied by the 110th PF platoon, a PSDF
Key Interteam and some Rural Development Cadre. The outpost received approxi-
-mately twenty 82mm moi't-ar and B49 rounds supporting multiple ground attacks.
US and ARVHI Artillery fired in support and the 11th ACR provided a reaction
force. Results were: Friendly: 1 PSDFKIA, 4 PSDF WL'; 4 PF WIA; Enemy:
14 VC KIA, 4 AK-47, 1 B40, 1 K-54 and 10 bicycles CIA. This action was
significant for the following reasons:

1 Close cooperation had been established between the PF/PSDF/RDC in
the village.

2 The defense was led by the village chief who rallied his forces again!-t
the enemy.

(c) RfM-O1DATTON: That village/hamlet defense plans continue to
emphasize the employment of all available village/hamlet forces in a
coordinated effort under the leadership of the village chief.

(2) Overgrown Perimeter ire and Fields of Fire

(a) OBSEVATIOU: Vulnerability of outposts to infiltration and
ground attack is increased due to overgrown perimeter wire.

(b) EWALUATION: On 8 October 1970, the VC Were successful in gaining
access to a PF compound resulting in 1 friendly killed, and 10 wounded.
In this sapper attack, supported by 61 min mortar fire, the VC penetrated the
outpost from two directions. Routes through the wire into the outpost were
marked with white paper.

(c) RCOEN4DATI0N: Outposts with overgrown. perimeter wire that cannot
be cleared due to unmarked mines and booby traps should be relocated. Such
outposts cannot detect approaching enemy forces.

(3) Basic Security Techniques.

(a) OBSFVATION: The VC are using ARN uniforms to disguise their
activi-ties and are often undetected until their mission is completed.

(b) iWALUL\TIOI: On 22 September 1970, a friendly element, while
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returning from a night operation, was ambushed by a VC squad wearing ARVN
uiforms. Friendly-losses were five weapons. There were no ememy losses.
The-VC were able to accomplish their miission- through deception. as they were
accepted as friendly soldiers. due- to- the- -uniforms. "

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That training in passive security measures be
re-emphasized. All persons, including supposedly friendly Soldiers, must
be identified before being allowed freedom of movement.

d. Organization. None

e. Trainine. None

f. L4ogistics.

(1) Standdown and Turn-in of Aircraft.

(a) OBSERVATION: The standdown and turn-in of aircraft and associated
equipment during the Phase W1 redeployment of the 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry
Division was unnecessarily delayed. This delay placed an unwarranted work load
on the 34th General Support Group unit designated to provide alrect mainte-
nance iupport.

(b) EVALUATION: The 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, did not schedule
the operational standdown of unit aircraft well enough in advance so that the
final aircraft turn-in could be accomplished prior to the standdown of the
direct support aircraft maintenance detachment organic to the Brigade Support
Battalion. The aircraft were by-in-large operationally committed- up until
the standdown of the organic DS Detachment. When the aircraft were finally
stooddown, there was insufficient time for remaining organizational mainte-
nance personnel to do an adequate job of preparing them for turn-in. Addi-
tionally, all support level maintenance had to be accomplished by the 34th
Group unit accepting the aircraft for turn-in.

(c) RECOMMDATION: That commanders and G3/S3's of redeploying units
give consideration to the operational standdown of organic aircraft so
as to provide sufficient time for organizational and organic support
maintenance personnel to prepare the aircraft for turn-in. If operational
requirements dictate a need for aircraft that conflicts with the aircraft
standdown schedule, then a request for aviation support should be forwarded
to higher headquarters.

(2) Traffic Congestion and Regulation in MR 3.

(a) OBSERVATION: With the opening of additional roads and the increasinr
number of civilian vehicles, traffic congestion is occurring more frequentlv
within 1IR 3. The number of ARVII convoys is also increasingo adding to the
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overall problem. This congestion is directly responsible for many accidents
I 1 and deaths.

(b~ ~E~ALUTION: There is a constant volume of heavy traffic on many roads
in MR 3. -ilitary convoys, both W and ARVN add to this congestion. Investi-
gation has revealed that at no, time during daylight 'hours is the traffic
reduced- to the extent that -convoys should be scheduled to pass through
the areas of congestion. In addition, there is no single agency organized
to coordinate and issue highway clearances for both ARVN and US military
convoys. As a resulteach clearance authority for ARVN and US convoys
frequently schedule convoys over the same route and the same time.

(c) RDOMMENDTION:

(1) When possible, convoys be scheduled over the busiest and securest
highways during the hours of darkness.

(2) A joint US/ARVN Highway Traffic Center be established which
would have authority to coordinate and issue highway clearances to both
US and ARVN units.

g. Communication, None

h. Material.

(I) ENSURE Items.

(a) OBSERVATION: The turn-in and/or transfer of ENSURE items during
Increment V Redeployment was not timely.

(b) EVALUATION: Standdown units experienced delays in receiving
disposition instructions for ENSURE items because they were not provided
by ,WARV at an early date. Meetings held between USARV and standdown units
revealed LISARV did not have an accurate inventory of above items.

(c) RECOIMENDATION: Close-held information on phase down planning be
passed earlier to 'SURE action officers to allow adequate time to
coordinate with remaining units to determine if they have a need for such
equipment. The quarterly printout listing INSURE items should be changed
to monthily, and subordinate units should be required to update the type
and number of items on hand.

AN/T-25A GSR
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(a) OBSERVATICN: Video fluttering at all ranges.

'b)/ EVALUATION: This caused difficulty in detecting moving targets
from stationary targets.

(c) RECOMMENDATION: Check CR 606 and CR 607 in the high voltage
power supply as these diodes may be breaking down under heavy load. The
same symptom can be caused by a faulty generator. Therefore, it is

Anecessary to use a USM 117 to check the 400 Hz wave form from the generator,
for a clear undistorted signal.

i. Psycholoptical Operations. None

j. Civil Affairs.

(i) Restricted Use of Wet Garbage for Civic Action Projects.

(a) OBSERVATION: A recent GAO decision requiring the USARV Property
Disposal Agency to sell wet garbage resulted in the awarding of garbage
haul contracts to Vietnamese commercial concerns. The implementation of

* the GAO decision abruptly shut off the main food supply source for CA hog-
raising programs. Such projects were initiated by US units in t 3 in
partial compensation for the acquisition of farm land on which US bases
were built. Wet garbage from these installations has been the primary
source of feed for these hogs.

(b) EVALUATION: This action, taken without adequate advance notice,
impacted unfavorably on the CA hog-raising projects and posed a serious
threat to the economy of the area. The adverse effects of the GAO decision
could have been itigated by extensive preplanned announcements and phased
implementation.

(c) RECOMMDATION: That changes to existing policy which materially
affect civic action programs receive maximun early dissemination and wide
distribution.

(2) Rural Development (RD) Cadre detached to villages for the
Village Self Development (VSD) Program.

(a) OBSERVATION: In MR 3, through observation and inspection, it has
been learned that many of the RD Cadre detached to the VSD Program are
making significant contributions to the VSD Program and others are accomplish-
ing very little.

(b) EVALUATION: lany of the RD Cadre detached to the VSD Program

CONFIDENTIAL
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at village level are left to plan their own work and work schediules with
little or nosupervision. Others are being used as clerks or doing
similar tasks.

(c) RE01 DATIkS: In order to receive maximum utilization of the
abilities possessed by the VSD Cadre, the following are recommended:

1 Establish a clear-cut chain of command.

2 There must be command emphasis on the program at province, district
and village levels.

2 Specific tasks for VSD Cadre must be established at each villageq
after which there must be supervision and inspection of those tasks during and
after completion.

4 Priorities must be established for the BSD Cadre and they must be
followed.

(3) Community Development Officer (CDO) and CD Assistants (CDA).

(a) OBSERVATION: In accordance with LI government policy, the
phasing-out of Community Development Officers was started on 30 September.

(b) EVALUATION: With the decreasing number of CDO personnel assistinp
in village self development implementation, it has become increasingly
necessary to improve the proficiency of local community development
assistants who will assume the responsibility for supporting and monitorinr
the Village Self Development Program.

(c) mcoro=DATICK" That the Community Development Assistants be
given intensive academic training on the basics of Community Developnment.

(4) Village Technical Cadre.

(a) OBSERVATION: Only 58 Percent of the 532 authorized cadre have
been assigned.

(b) EVALUATION: W:ith the increased emphasis on quality and effectivenese
of local government administration, it is essential that each village
administration be able to utilize the technical expertise of a villave
technical cadre.
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(c) RECOMMENDATION: That the Ministry of Interior be, requested to
vigorously pursue the recruitment of village technical cadre.

(5)- Mounting a Promotional Campaign for Feed Grain Production
Without Sufficient Back-Up Data.

(a) OBSERVATION: The introduction and promotion of an agricultural
crop that is either new or unfamiliar must be preceded by production
research so that valid recommendations can be given. Grain Sorghum
had been grown in this region but only on a small scale and, to the general
farmer, it was new. The sorghum that was grown was used locally as either
feed or for the production of alcohol and no market channels had been
established linking the producer with the consumer (feed millers). Fertilizer
requirements and plant response to the soils of the region had not been
researched nor had the plant growth cycle been correlated with the seasons of
rain to determine optimum planting dates. The need for a greatly expanded
production of feed grains to support the increasing livestock and poultry
industry is recognized by GVN officials. The production, in-country, or'
feed grain as an import substitute to help improve balance of payment problems
is vital. Milling and mixing plants are presently constructed and in operation
with sufficient trained personnel. Livestock in sufficient numbers as an
ultimate consumer market is assured. These factors indicate that a success-
ful, worthwhile project in feed grain production can and should be implemented.

(b) EVALUATIN: There was sufficient justification for mounting a
j program for the increase in feed grains and particularly sorghum. Such

a program was implemented and is presently underway; however, results have
not reached expected levels. Several factors have influenced this lack
of results:

1 Ministry of Agriculture support and concurirence was obtained
prior to project initiation; however, this support was at a very high
echelon in the Ministry and was not transmitted to the operation personnel
who would actually do the field work. Recent directives have been issued
to the effect that field personnel would support the program and would plant
11"X" number of hectares in their respective provinces. However, the attitude
of the field personnel is best described as condescending rather than one of
enthusiasm. A publicity campaign to acquaint field personnel with project
plans and objectives and solicit their participation would have produced
more favorable results.

2 Adaptive trials and fundamental research were not completed prior

to frarmer contact and in preparation for training programs for field
personnel.
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2 GVN support in the regulation of imports and pricing was not assured
and phased into 'the project progress. The major motivating factor for the
farmer is an assured market and a reasonable profit. The present situation
places farmers in a, very disadvantageous position and they are reluctant
tc assume this position., Farmers are, therefore, concentrating their efforts
on crops that appear to be more secure.

(3) ROMM UMTIO: It is recommended that the activities of this
program be consolidated and available data assembled and evaluated.
Research and investigation data presently available should be collected and
disseminated. The seccmd-generation problems of drying, handling and storage
should be investigated thoroughly so that positive recommendations can be
given. Market outlets should be identified and secured to the maximum extent
possible. Production costs should be determined so that an economical basis
for production can be used as a guide for calculating returns for the farmers.
A soil survey should be conducted to locate those areas most promising for
sorghum production. Such areas should include soils not suited for rice,
vegetables or other high value crops. A program aimed at educating the feed
producer in the possibilities of feed mixture using sorghum should be initiated.
Such a course should also include methods and mixtures for the preparation of
various mixtures designed for specific poultry and s-wine situations.

FOR THE C0M NDtR

\C 1IJT JR.
C' , AGC

Incl AA;sl AG,
1. II FORCEV Order of Battle
2. II FFORCEV Troop List
3. II FFORCEV Area of Operations
4. Close Air Support
5. B52 Strikes
6. Aviation StatiStics
7. C130/C123 Sorties
8. Ehemy Organization in MR 3
9. Disposition of Ehemy Forces

10. Artillery Unit Locations
11. Heavy Artillery Coverage
12. Location of AN/ PQ- h1A Cm
13. Location of AN/TPS - 25A GSR
14. Artillery Task Organization
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-Headquarters, United States Army Vietnam, APO, San, Francisco 96375 21 JAO 1571

TOt Commander in Chiefi United States Army Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-rJT,
APO 96558

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force, Development, Department of the
Army, Washington D.C. 20310

4 1. This Headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons Learned

for the quarterly period ending 31 October 1970 from Headquarters, II
Field Forcei Vietnam.-

2. Comments follow:

a. Reference item concerning "Standdown and Turn-in of Aircraft,."
page 61, paragraph 2f(1)3 concur. USARV OPLAN 183-70 provided adequate
guidance which if followed would. have prevented difficulties encountered
by some units who were stood down. All units to standdown are encouraged
to follow guidance outlined in USARV OPIAN 183-70. No action by USARPAC'
or DA is recommended. Unit has been so advised.

b. Reference item concerning "Traffic Congestion and Regulation in MR 3,"
page 61, paragraph 2f(2). There is a definite need for a joint US/ARVN
highway regulation system throughout RVN. In May 1970 a proposal was sub-
mitted by this Headquarters to MACV requesting establishment of joint
US/ARVN highway regulation offices whereby personnel of the USARV Highway
Traffic Center would provide on-the-job training to their ARVN counterparts.
The ultimate goal of the proposed action was the establishment of ARVN
regulatory agencies capable of regulating both ARVN and. US-convoys. In
July 1970 MACV forwarded this proposal to RVNAF/JGS for evaluation and in
August 1970 that headquarters directed all of its Military Region Commanders
to$

(1) Review activities of all locally available combined US and Vietnamese
traffic patrol teams,

(2) Coordinate with allied forces at the regions to organize additional
combined traffic patrol teams on stations with special attention to the
locations of established USARV Highway Regulating Points.

As of this date neither the USARV Highway Traffic Center nor any of its
Regulating Points have been contacted by any ARVN unit concerning the
discussed subject. Unit hai been so advised.

c. Reference item concerning "Restricted Use of Wet Garbage for Civic
Action Projects," page 63, paragraph 2j(1): concur. Action has be6n taken
recommending changes to MACV directives which will allow the withdrawal of
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approved material for civic action prior to sale. Maximum dissemination of
policy changes and impacts of redeployments on civic action are being diEsem-
inated, consistant with security restrictions. Unit has been so advised.

FOR THE COMMANDERt

W.Stevens Jr,

Cy furns Assistd,,t , .t eraI
II FFORCEV
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SUR~T: peraionl Reortof HQ' II-Field Force Vietnam frPro
Endin A Ocober1970, -RCS CSFOR-65 '(R2)

HQ U Army, Pacific, APO San Frantcisco 96558 2 MAR 191

Y'V TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the

-- V Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

This headqua rters, concurs ;In subJect report as indorsed.

4
FOR THE CCIKANDER 1N CHIEF: 7

I..AKI
WT, AGC --

Lust AG
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-. BIu Hiiu OA , BINH 31311 1T051111 CmJwR C

'lot Cat Dv (MN) JIll J PIIUOC ipNE rr9OW9o Xn Frmm
16t lt DBI OA 3BID -H& r9901yO lt Car Div (AN).

1 J-? v, PiIUOC L~i Gil r3W45 let Bo, lot Cay Div (")

1-12 a LM rTdWK AS IT5156,5 let Bdo, lot Cay Div (AN)

2-? Cay LOG K1A*1 PUMIa35 T15105 let fte, 1A Ca, Div (AN)

2d do. Iet Cov PIJOC X G BUT''IS "U1*0170 lot CayvDv (i)
Div(M5 AN

14 Cay LAN DCMSG, TDAGM HM YT6879& 2d 3o, lot Cay Div (AN)

2-12 Caw ?NUOC UNG AUDIS V4N3"25 2d''Bd., lot CaY Div (MI)

5-7Cav PHU=OC G SNUM Yu3,2 2d Bdo, lt Cay Div (,m)

X4 3do. lait Cay DINH1 TUT MACE IT628125 let. Cay Div (M)
Div (M)

1-5 Cav BINH DUG P1uoC VM-H Ut967o Div Arty, lot Cav Div (AN)

A 2-8 Cv BINH TUJY t iLVER T82903 Xd lt C4v Div (AN)

2 ;-5 Cav 'IM1 DONG CH'YDINU YT92836 3dM:, ot Cv Div (Am)
Div Art, let Cav BM DUONG PHUOC VIH XT962490 lot Cay Div (Am)

Div(A)

2-19 Arty BDI HOA BDIE HOA YT026156 Div Arty, let Car Div (At)

2,20 Arty (ARA) DINH WUOG P14OC V10 ZT9681 Div Arty, let Cmv Div (Am)

1-21 Arty (105T) 3INH TUY RACZ YT628125 Div Arty, lot Cmv Div (M)

i -30 Arty 3INH DUJONG PHUOC VINH[ 924.92 Div Arty, let Cav Dlv (AM)

1-77 Arty (105T) P110C LONG EfONS YU140070 Div Arty, lot Cav Div (AM)

Inclosure 1
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3-82 Arty (AYE) BINHMW~ ,pfl1oC Vh XT9684.00 biv. Arty, 1st Ca# Div (,SM)
149 Cay ''BINH DU= PHUMOC XT '967490 tit Cay Div (AXl)

8th Engr 'Bbk IDIJUW PHUOC VIHf X1!95W48 lt Ciy Div (AN)

11th- AvA Gp BINHMW( PHU01C VINH XT96250 let, C.y Div (AM)

11th OS'Co BIEH DUCIEG PHUOQC VINH V?962500, 11th Avn, Gp

227th Awa Bn BIEN ]U(*G, PHUOC VINH IT9625DO 11th.Avn Gp

228th An 2n, BIM DUCEG P111CC VIUM xT9625D0 11th Am Op

229th Avh Bn BIW 11OA 31W BOA XT990130 11th Avn GpI
13th Big En 4AIER f D THUM111C VIH X965e86, 1st, Cay Div (#N)

Co AK (RANCGW) MIEB DUWIG PHUOCVINH xT966492 lot Cayv Div (AN)I

11th ACE (3.p)(-) BIEN BOA DI AN n%95065, II FFCSK

tt1-11th ACE 3136 10A 11ENDSE YT183126 11th ACE

* 2-11th ACE tiEM TUX BOLA Y8982968 3d d let Cav Div .(AM)

1-11th ACE 3IE DUCIO 'BANIT II flT903295 I11th ACE

* Ar Cav Tzp BIEN BOA DI AN Xr90307i 11th ACE

?19th SWg Co 31W BOA DI AN XT903073 11th ACS

25th Tht Div MAli NORIA CU CHI XT650135 II FYQECEY

let Ddto 25th BINH DUCUG DAU TIMG XT491473 25th Inf Div
InfDiy

Provisional Po TAY RINK, NUI BA MN flT283582 lot Bde, 25th hat Div

* 2-12' hat BINH DUONG DAU TIMG fl49147?3 lot Bd., 25th Inf Div

2-22 inf (Mach) BINH- WOWG fT603348 34ked. 25th It 'Div
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2-4Ain (-) m&U3GI&+ CU CHII 1650155 lit Ide, 25th Ia Aiv

4 -9 ta SAU I IHIA CU CHI V650155 X4dt, 25th tnf Div

24 po, 25th LONG KRUM XUAN LOC XT458 25th Ist Div
Iit Div

1-27 Jt BINH 3 DU(G KID ,522414 3d 3, 25th lnt Div
* )

1- ( h BI BOA YS118954 2d 34e., 25th t Div

4 -23 Iut (Neck)' FMW) TUT LYNCH Y846035 2d 34. 25th Jut Myv

id 34., 25th. NAi WMA, Cu Cm! fr6P5155 25th lut Div
Iut Div

2-14the 1stK D110 W U A T3NG XTi91473 let Me., 25th Jut Div

2-27 Jut MAU NORIA CU CHI r650155 3d 3de, 25th nt Div

3-22 lnf LONG KIHNJ SCH V AI Y8WB991 2d 34, 25th af' Div

3-4, Cav TAT IM, miORQUIS XT450*7 lot Not, 25th Ist Div

25tb Ist Div Arty PAIU, IA Cu CHI xT655i50 25th tDiv

t 1-8 Arty (105T) DIN BIOA ?BI=gLL-JONES Y8067122 25th Jut Myv Arty

7-11 Arty (105T) BID BOA FRMZZLL-UJONS YSo67122 25th lat Div Arty

3 t13 Arty HAU VGHIA CU CH! T65015o 25W 0 h Div Arty

%15ya/8S

7 2-fl 4rty (105?) RAU xGIA CU CHI Vl650150 25th Ixf Div Arty

25th As Op MAU NGIIA CU CHI XT655150 25th IfDiv

65th pr MAU iGHIA CU CHI x655150 25th le Div

Co ? (RANMR) KAU NGKIA CU CHI v655150 25th nf Div
75th Iaf

125th ig IHAU JIGHIA CU CHI r655150 25th Jut Div
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IIQ. BIiH: 3 H0 LONG BIl f'f051112 Tfl OCZv¥
Art*

2 Iy 331 11k WONG BINH3 YT128114 1I P103GEV Arty-

PD-71 Arty (W.) BW AH LOW B111N1 fT128114, 5-2d Arty

-29 Arty (ILT) 3W L LONG BINH YT128114 5-2d Arty

7-8 Arty IWA11A ECKO ff024154, iI'WDCIArty,(Itry A +B(8,1175 Wo 23 Arty (c)
HQ, 23 Arty Gp 3SIR W P LO I XT867162 II WtONCV Arty

2-12 Arty (155r) 3131 W= PHU LOP I D6018 23d Arty Gp

-6-27 Arty 3131 Uik G PHU LoX ,85015o 23d1 Arty Op
(8"/75• w)
12. Arty (153 SP), k IIW A CU CHI #6 5150, 23d Arty Gp

2 1- 32 Arty IWI IGNIL CU CHI XT655150, 23d Arty Op

2-35 Arty (153 P) UW HbA NLOG SINH f O47079 II P70Ci0V Arty
5--V Arty (15T) DW HO CAMP RCI YTC47118 11 PoMRCEV Arty

12th Cbt Ava Gp DIM HML LQG1 111 YTo59118 nI 7R0C8EV

11th Cbt An Do Bi-.DJON PHU LOI XT8M6018 12th Cbt Avn Gp

128th LWlt il. C 3 DmlK UOOG PHU LWCI Z860159, 11th Cbt Avo Dn

173d Alt H111 Co BINHI DU IAI KHi X1780380 11th Cbt Av Dn

213th Llt pt BUM01 UK P LOI XT860159 11th Cbt Avn Dn'Ho, Co

145th Cbt Avn B B DM1 110 BI3 HOA XT995102 12th Cbt Avn Gp
68.th Ailt Hel Co 310I iHOA BIOI HOA V~988129 145th Cbt Avn Dn o :.
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llbtbhAait 3.4 C. 110 D990 DDBA128 143th Cbt Awn Ba

3 wl-h Vpas DISK1 WUONG PHUl 1,01 X2860159 4JI5th Cbt Ayn Ba

210th Cbt, Avu Bm BIN 110k LONG THAIPI YS147990 12th Cbt Aw, Gp,

25t An C.(Corpu) DIN 11Ak LONG'B IT11 f050105, 210th, Cbt Ava Ba

54th Util Api Co- 331110k LONG TUFT~ 181 7990 210th hAvu Ba

73dS94;v Ap1C-o BIIX10 HO LONG THANK -18147990 164th ANn Gp, lot Ava Bdo

74th Ieoii Apl Co 81111 -DU(NG' PHU) WI MT651 55' 210thCbt AYR Do

222d Cbt Ava Ba DISK, BOA MACA 1145982 12th, Cbt Avn Gp

-117th Aeit Ha.1 Co UP110 BOA ONG BINH:1 YT068113 222d -Cbt Avn Bn

2Ae0th Ait 11.1 Co DID 110k BZACAT 1814592 '222d Cbt Avpn Bn

'269thCbt Avnm #AWGHIA, CU CHIi XT656157 12th Cbt AynGp

.187t4 Hs.i Co Alt, TAY NI131 TAY NI131 V178521 '269th Cbt Avi Bn

Co

3j 3qdn 17 Air Ca INK OA -DIA 0 905065 lost Cay Div '(Am)

ATx,, 3-17 ACS' DID MSA DI AN 905065, 3-17th ACS

8 Tx,, 3-1*t ADS, JIM 10A DI A.q X905063 3-17th ACS

D Tz'p, 3-17th ACS kBINOA DI AN XT903073 11th ACt

Co A, 5t.h R0k BIN HOA DIU1 110k fT07123 II FODCK

UXGIA DINH SAIGON 3347915 11 F7'OCEV
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PITA!? NQ BD Ha BEANRCAT Y!t16OOO5 II' ??ECV

Ast Ed. HQ DIVR HQA MIARCH, YTi60ooo, PTAW,

*1/1 Inf En BIM, HOA TANM - YS286934 'RT*VFP

1/2 1sf Egz BINK1OA EUbAJ YS207933 I1st Ed. RTAYF

1/3 Ws Bu, DIM HOA PRATIAB YT218048 lot D.1e RTAYF

2d Edo-EQ- BID BOA BKARCAT YT165005 ftTAv?

2/1 Iuf Ba BIUD HOA SAM YS276861 2d De,. TAVY

2/2 Inf Bn DIM HbA AOYIITAsMR Y3264803 2d Ed. ETA*F

2/3 Inf Ba BID HOA- HIRAM Y3213856 2d E-i PITAYF

RTAY? Div Arty BINK BOA, EAT2 YT165ooo PTAYF

lot 105M BA DIU BOA BEARCAT YT167007 Div Arty RTAY?

2d 105m En BIDN HOA DEARCAT YT166002 Div Arty PITAYF

4th 15mE Bw ID BOA 'BEARCAT YT166005 Div Arty RTAhY

Arad Cay Sqdn BID BOA AOKAROON YS 28942 FITAY?

Sig En BIER BOA 'BERCAT YT162998 ETAVF

ingr Bn BIDN BOA BEARAT YT161006 IMAY

Lt AnU Co DID BOA BEARCAT YT154015 RTAY?

HQ lot AT? (Sep) PHUOC TUY NUI DAI' Y4T6 I 'a~

2d BR P11100TUY GAIL Y8433667 HQ let ATP

7th ANP11110 TUY HORSESHOE Y5494624 AQ let AT?

lot SASSdn PNUOC TUY NUT DAT YS436676 HQ 1st ATIP

A Sqdnl1 t Azud PHUOC TUY NUI DAT YS44~5664 HQlot ATF
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B Sqdn 3cmvlqt, MMOCU M MUI DAT YS429669 HQ 1 t AT?

YeDRt1.lOTm cTY NIA YS437665 HQ ist AT?

Ist I'DSqdia 1*3 PHUOC TUT NUX DAT YS437665 KQ lit A1?

17 Czast 3qdz DAN PHUOC TUY NUI DAT YS3360 HQ lot AT?

104 .Sig Aq4A PIOC TUY NUI DAT 04L3366& HQ let AT?Ii

161 (Ipdop) Rea PHUOC TUY MUI DAT YsI4362 HQ let AT?
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II rudm " 100 IImmToop Lisr &ea 2t' October 1970"

UNIT _

let Cav, (AK) 26 Oct 68 Phuoc Vinh

25th; 14 Dly 22-Mar 66 Cu Chi

CM&5 2Mar 70 Saigon
iCtAl' 24May 66 N" Dat
istAF 22 Jul 68 Bearcat

h15 Mar 66 Long Binh

'CoA, thV 17 Jan6 05ahg
XdSqd. l7thAir Cay 1 De69DI

6iat'Hea Dot 25 Jun 66 Long Binh

JxII maw00E 1o0Jan 66 Long Binh

IIMII7ORUVAty17 Jan 66 Long Binh
Arty6 Long Binh

2d CA.Co 5 70 6 Long Blab
5th Do,2d Arty (A48P) 5F ogBn
7th M11 istDot 1Lun6on6g BlAb
9th Trans Co(CAR) 23 Avg "
16th I Dot 4Jn6 ogBn

16thBig Dit 16 May 6 6  Long 3B
23d Arty GP 5F74e070Ph o

29th Chem Dot 10 Mar 66 Loug Binh

I4tF 1Oct 66 Longinhb
44thAPSI (conPs) 4 Jun 66 Long Binh
53 Sigt Bi ,A12t(A, 5 Febe 70 Long Binh
Dl thij"7 0 0t( V 20May 66 Long Binh

517th K'Ir Dat 4Jun 66 Long Blab.
523 sop 66 Long Blnb

27Mar67o Long Blnh
I try, 29th Arty (aT) 2 a 7Be f
7th Do, 8th Arty 17 Oct 6 9Cuh
2d Sao 32d Arty 17Oct 6 9 C h

6th U, 270 Arty 17 Oct 6 9 Phu Lei

ATTACHE UNITS

11th ACd 20 Jun 68 DiMA
1 Oct 66 Long Biah

Dt3oVte 0A8 Jun 66 Long Blab
303d 33 DRLngBn
jOjst RRCo 1 Apr 70 Ln~a

inlatr 2 77
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STATISTICAL SbIAWIY1 s CLOSE AIR SW'ORT

J__ i1 August 1970 - 31 October 1970

1. (C) FAC Controlled Sorties in KA 3 an" adjacent Cambodia byt
Subtotal Total

,J. u FJ 3044VwAFF 3066 6110

2. (C) FAC Controlled Sorties in Support of III Corps Forces by:

USAF/RAAF 850
VNAF 2977 3836

3. (C) FAC Controlled Sorties in Support of II FF01,C-V OCON Unit.; by:

USAF/Rk~F 2165
19ftF 89 227

4. (C) Distribution of FAG Controlled Sorties in Support of:

III Corps 3836
25th Inf Div 558
ist Cov Div (AM) 1026
RTAVF 256
ist ATF 140
199th LI3 166
3rd 3de, 9th Inf Div 60
11th ACR 68 6110

5. (C) Radar Controlled (Combat Sky Spot) Sorties in Suppo.t of:

III Corps 7
25th Inf Div 3
1st Cay Div (AI) 35
Is t AnF 2
199th Lih
lth ACR

TAVF 3 50

6. (") Results (4s Reported by IJSMF ' C's to I1 DASC)

1.11n (Body Count) 188
Kiii (Estimted) 90
Structures (Destroyed) 603
Structures (Damaged) 63
3ui kers (Destroyed) 3478
Bunkcrs (Damged) 150
Sompuna (Destroyed) 17
Sam.pns (Damaged) 11
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3-52 STRIKES IN ;.2 3

1 AUG -31 OCT 70

,UNIT 
-, 4A

lot Cav.Div 1 4_ 3 2 4

25 th In f Div 3 4

199)th Inf Bde __

RTAVF

ist ATF

Ifi Corps "l 2 14 ai !.4. _

.5th 3FG

MACV - ~-5 5

13 lTOP.CV 1 2 33 36

T0AL 1 3 4 5 i2 1 7 1 106 140
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AVIATION STATISTICS

AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER
ROTARY ,WING

HOURS 33,082 30,876 34,633

TROOPS LIFTED 138,487 '128,855 112,900

TONS OF CARGO 18,969 14,979 11,280

FIXED WING

HOURS 3,890 4,113 3,772

TROOPS LIFTED 3,265 3,584 3,256

TONS OF CARGO 178 174 145

-PERSONNEL

i, CREWMEMBERS WIA 28 12 -14

CREWMEMBERS KIA 8 1 6

VC KBA Z7 54 101

ROTARY WING TOTALS FIXED WING TOTALS

HOURS 98,591 HOURS 11,775

TROOPS LIFTED 380,242 TROOPS LIFTED 10,105

TONS OF CARGO 42,508 TONS OF CARGO 497
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY
USAF C130/C!23/C7A SORTIES

1 AUG 70 - 31 Oct 70

TACTICAL EMERGENCY COMBAT
UNIT EMERGENCY RESUPPLY ESSENTIAL PRIORITY # 1 TOTAL

II FF Arty 0 0 3 441 444

I ACD 0 0 45 243 288

25 INF DIV 0 0 7 160 167

199 LIB 0 10 0 137 147

II ACR 0 0 0 95 95

5 SFGA 0 C 0 20 20

TOTAL 0 10 55 1096 1161

TOTAL SHORT TONS: 4705

TOTAL PASSENGERS: 11,169
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Artillery-Unit -locations

as of 31 October 1970

HQ, 7th Battalion, 8th Artillery (Bien Hoa YT 02454

Battery A zs

17Snmi platoon FSB Flower ZS 004984.

8" Platoon FSB Strike YS 813966 I
- BatteryB

175mm platoonm Phuoc Vinh XT 958490

8" platoon Blackhorse YS 443978

Battery C

175na. Platoon FSB Blue XT 256289

8" platoon FSB Buell XT 225535

HQ, 6th Battalion, 27th Artillery (Phu Loi-XT 850150)

Battery A

175mm Platoon Bu Dop XU 971288

8" platoon Bu Dop XU 971288

Battery B

175aw platoon Duc Phong XU 435045

8" platoon Duc Phong XU 434045

Battery C

17.5am Platoon FSB Mateel XU 713176

8" platoon FSB Mateel XU 713176

HQ, 2d Battalion, 32d Artillery (Cu Chi XT 655150)

Battery A

175mm platoon Katun XT 333,902

8" platoon Katum XT 333902
86
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475M. -pltoon Urinyrd 'IT 05886

B' pltomUPAnyd IT 07588

flattery C

4 150. platoon-- PSBE Kseriburg- XT 113495 j

9* platoon FSb uell ifT 225535.
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TASK aWANIZATICl

6-27th Arty OC(N to 23d Arty-Gp

A -Btry GS POF 5th -ARVN D/A
B Btry GSR 1st Cav Div OP..C1 2-12th Arty-
C Btry GSR 5th ARVN D/A,

2-32d Arty OPCCtJto 23d Arty Gp

A Btry GS (OPCON 1-27th Arty),
B Btry GSR 18th AVN D/A 6PION 1-27th Arty
C Btry GbS

7-8th Arty Remains under control of TI FFORCEV Arty

A Btry 2T-8" GSR 1st Cay Div (AN) Arty (OPCct 2-35 Arty)
2T-175 GSR ist Cay Div (AM) Arty :(0PCON 2-35 Arty'

B Btry 2T-8" GSR
2T-175 GSR 1st Cay Div (AM) Arty (OPC(N 5-;42 Arty'

C Btry GS (OPCON 2-32d Arty

2-12th Arty Remains under control of 23d Arty Gp

A Btry GS
B Btry GSR 5th ARVN Div (OPCON 6-27th Arty)
C Btry GSR 1st Cay Div (AN)

1-27th Arty Remains under control of 23d Arty Gp

A Btry GSR 5th ARVN D/A (OFOON 6-27th Arty)
B Btry GSR 18th ARVN D'A

C Btry Preparation for standdown

5-42d. Arty OPCON II FFRCNEV Arty

A Btry GS (OKON 7-8th Arty)
B Btry 3T GS POF Bau Ca District

3T GS POF Dinh Quan District
C Btry GSR 1st Cav Div (AM) Arty (OPCON 2-35th Arty)

2-35th Arty OPCON I.I FFORCI.V Arty

A Btry COSR Ist ATF 4th Fld Regt (OPCON 7-8th Arty)
B Btry GS PF ,Binh Tuy Province
C' Btry GS (oPcoN 23d Arty Gp)

5-2d Arty OPCON II FFORCEV Arty - GS
1-29 Attached 5-2d Arty (GS)
D-71 Attached 5-2d Arty (GS)
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CONFIDENTIAL
-~DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 12i.....

0 OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL 6t .L c 2z v K.
+ ~WASHINGTON., D,C 20310 /Z'J 2' 1

4 AGDA-A (M) (7 Apr 71) DAMO-ODU 704021 / -- "/4/- 30 April 1971

SUBJECT: Operational Report - ,essons Learned, Headquarters, II Field
Force Vietnam, Period Ending 31 October 1970 (U)

SEE DISTRIBUTIC:.

I. The attached report is forwarded for review and evaluation in
accordance with para 4b, AR 525-15.

l: j 2. The information contained in this report is provided to insure
- " that lessons learned during current operations are used to the benefit

of future operations and may be adapted for use in developing training
material.

3. Information of actions initiated as a result of your evaluation
should be forwarded to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations & Plans

ATTN: DAMO-ODU within 90 days of receipt of this letter.

BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY:

1 Incl B
as Major neral, USA

The Adjutant General
DISTRIBUTION:
Conmanding Generals

US Continental Army Command
US Army Combat Developments Command
US Army Materiel Command

Commandants
US Army War College
US Army Command and General Staff College
US Army Air Defense School
US Army Armor School
US Army Aviation School
US Army Chemical School
US Army Civil Affairs School
US Army Combat Surveillance School
US Army Electronic Warfare School
US Army Engineer School

Regraded unclassified when separated
from classified inclosure.
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DISTRIBUTION (Cont d)
US Army Field Artillery School

US Army Infantry School
US Army-Institute for Military Assistance
US Army Intelligence School

US Army Military Police School

US Army Ordnance School
US.Army Security Agency School
US Army, Signal School

US Army Southeastern Signal School
US Army Transportation School

Copies furnished:
Office, Chief of Staff, US Army
Deputy Chiefs of Staff
Chief of Research and Development
Assistant Chiefs of Staff
Chief of Engineers
The'Surgeon General

The Provost Marshal General
Commanding Generals

Deseret Test Center
III Corps, ATTN: Director, Project MASSTER

a US Army Security Agency
Deputy Chief of Staff, Air Force, Plans & Operations

Commandant of the Marine Corps
USAF Air Ground Operations School
The Air University Library

Defense Documentation Center
USAF Project RAND
Commanding Officers

US Army Limited War Laboratory
US Army Logistics, Doctrine Systems & Readiness Agency

US Army Mobility Equipment Research & Development Center
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CONFIDENTIAL
-DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

HEADQUARTERS. II FIELD FORCE VIETNAM

APO SAN FRANCISCO 96266

14 Nov 1970

AVFBC-RE
SUBJECT: Operational Report of Headquarters, II Field Force Vietnam for

A Period Ending 31 October 1970, RCS CSFOR - 65 (R2) (U)

1. WITHDRAWN

i
2. (C) Section 2, Lessons Learned: Commander's Observations, Evaluation

and Recommendations.

a. Personnel. None

b. Intelligence.

(1) Source Payment.

(a) OBSERVATION: Increased awareness concerning type of currency

utilized in making cash payments to sources is required on the 
part of US

agent handlers.

(b) EVALUATION: US agent handlers, in s&ne instances, have been

paying their sources with brand new piaster notes, in areas 
where new

GVN currency is seldom seen. In addition, they were paid with bills of

large denominations in localities where currency notes in excess 
of 100

* piasters are seldom in the possession of the populace. This practice will

inevitably focus undue attention on US agents and may identify them to the

enemy.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That US sources be paid with used banknotes.

2. That banknotes used to pay sources be of small denomination.

(2) Security Procedures.

(a) OBSERVATION: Individuals involved in the transporting and handling

of classified material must be continuously aware of the proper methods of

safeguarding the material.

(b) EVALUATION: In one case, a messenger who was delivering a

classified document stopped to have a steam bath. The document was left in

the messenger's trousers while he had his bath. Upon dressing, he

DAMO-ODU CLASSIFIED BY: II Field Force Vietnam

Inclostire 31 Oct 70

SUBJECT TO GENERAL DECLASSIFICATION
SCHEDULE OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11652

,AUTOMATICALLY DOWNGRADED AT TWO YEAR

INTERVALS
DECLASSIFIED ON 31 DECEMBER 1976
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AVFBC-RE
SUBJECT: Operational Report of Headquarters, II Field Force Vietnam for

Period Ending 31 October 1970, RCS CSFOR - 65 (R2) (U)

realized that the document was missing. This isoa classic example of how
classified information falls in the hands of the enemy due to poor security
practices on the part of the individual.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONS:

I That personnel be continously made aware of good security practices,
and use them until they become good security habits.

2 That personnel be instructed never to leave a document unattended
while transporting it.

%3 If many deliveries are to be made, the courier should carry all

documents with him to each delivery site. If traveling in pairs, one courier

can guard material while the other makes the delivery.

(3) Sensor Implantation.

(a) OBSERVATION:. Rotary-wing aircraft are not always available for
use in aerial implantation of sensors.

(b) EVALUATION: The 25th US Infantry Division has successfully

dropped Air Delivered Seismic Intrusion Devices (ADSIDs) from an Army

fixed-wing aircraft, the U6A Otter. A high &gree of accuracy was ob-
trained by dropping the ADSID from an altitude of 1500 feet with an aircraft

speed of 80 knots. A drop team of three men is required: a spotter, a

feeder, and bombardier. The drop procedures'are the same as for drops from

helicopters. The correct location of the sensor, marked by an attached CS

grenade, is obtained through photography taken from another aircraft trailitIg

the drop aircraft.

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That consideration be given to the use of fixed

wing assets for sensor implants when rotary wing aircraft cannot be used.

c. Operations

(1) Close coordination of village/hamlet defense plan.

(a) OBSERVATION: A strong VC attack was successfully defeated due to
an effective well conducted village defense plan.

(b) EVALUATION: At 260015 September 1970, ranh Binh outpost, Phu
Giao District, Binh Duong Province, was attacked by a VC force estimated as

a battalion (-). The outpost was occupied by the 110th PF platoon, a PSDF
Key Interteam and some Rural Developmer4. Cadre. The outpost received

approximately twenty 82mm mortar and B40 rounds supporting mutiple ground

attacks. US and ARVN Artillery fired in support and the l1th ACR provided
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j Period Ending 31 October 1970, RCS CSFOR - 65 (R2) (U)

a reactioh-f6rc6.z*'Results were: Friendly: I PSDF KIA, 4 PSDF WIA; 4

PF WIA; Enemy: 14 VC KIA, 4 AK-47, I B40, I K-54 and 10 bicyles CIA. This
action was significant for the following reasons:

1 Close cooperation had been established between the PF/PSDF/RDC in
the village.

2 The defense was led by the village chief who rallied his forces against

the enemy.

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That village/hamlet defense plans continue to
emphasize the employment of all available village/Thamlet forces in
coordinated effort under the leardership oz the village chief.

(2) Overgrown Perimeter Wire and Fields of Fire

(a) OBSERVATION: Vulnerability of outposts to infiltration and
ground attack is increased due to overgrown perimeter wire.

(b) EVALUATION: On 8 October 1970, the VC were successful in gaining
access to a PF compound resulting in I friendly killed., and 10 wounded.
In this sapper attack, supported by 61 nn mortar fire, the VC penetrated the
outpost from two directions. Routes through the wire into the outpost were
marked with white paper.

(c) RECOMMENDATION: Outposts with overgrown perimeter wire that cannot
be cleared due to unmarked mines and booby traps should be relocated. Such

outpost cannot detect approaching enemy forces.

(3) Basic Security Techniques.

(a) OBSERVATION: The VC are using ARVN uniforms to disguise their
activities and are often undetected until their mission is completed.

(b) EVALUATION: On 22 September 1970, a friendly element, while
returning from a night operation, was ambushed by a VC squad wearing ARVN
uniforms. Friendly losses were five weapons. There were no enemy
losses. The VC were able to accomplish their mission through deception
as they were accepted as friendly soldiers due to the uniforms.

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That training in passive security measures be
re-emphasized. All persons, including supposedly friendly soldiers, must
be identified before being allowed freedom of movement.

d. Organization. None

e. Training. None

6 E
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Period Ending 31 October 1970, RCS CSFOR - 65 (R2) (U)

f. Loizistics.

(1) Standdown and Turn-in of Aircraft

(a) OBSERVATION: The standdown and turn-in of aircraft and associated

equipment during the Phase IV redeployment of the 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry
Division was unnecessarily delayed. This delay placed an unwarranted work loac
on the 34th General Support Group unit designated to provide airect mainte-

nance support.

(b) EVALUATION: The 3d Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, did not schedule
the operational standdown of unit aircraft well enough in advance so that the
final aircraft turn-in could be accomplished prior to the standdown of the
direct support aircraft maintenance detachment organic to the Brigade Support
Battalion. The aircraft were by-in-large operationally committed up until
the standdown of the organic DS Detachment. When the aircraft were finally
stooddown, there was insufficient time for remaining organizational mainte-
nance personnel to do an adequate job of preparing them for turn-in. Addi-
tionally, all support level maintenance had to be accomplished by the 34th
Group unit accepting the aircraft for turn-in.

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That commanders and G3/S3's of redeploying units
give consideration to the operational standdown of organic aircraft so
as to provide sufficient time for organizational and organic support
maintenance personnel to prepare the aircraft for turn-in. If operational
requirements dictate a need for aircraft that conflicts with the aircraft
standdown schedule, then a request for aviation support should be forwarded
to higher headquarters.

(2) Traffic Congestion and Regulation in M 3.

(a) OBSERVATION: With the opening of additional roads and the increas:ing
number of civilian vehicles, traffic congestion is occurring more frequently
within M 3. The number of ARVN convoys is also increasing, addinL to the
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overall problem. This congestion is directly responsible for many accidents
and deaths.

(b) EVALUATION: There is a constant volume of heavy traffic on many roads
in MR 3. Military convoys, both US and ARVN add to this congestion. Investi-
gation has revealed that at no time during daylight hours is the traffic i

reduced to the extent that convoys should be scheduled to pass through i
the areas of congestion. In addition, there is no single agency organized
to coordinate and issue highway clearances for both ARVN and US military
convoys. As a resulteach clearance authority for ARVN and US convoys
frequently schedule convoys over the same route and the same time.

(c) R OMENDATION:

(I) When possible, convoys be scheduled over the busiest and securest
highways during the hours of daikness.

(2) A joint US/ARVN Highway Traffic Center be established which

would have authority to coordinate and issue highway clearances to both
US and ARVN units.

g. Communication. None

h. Material.

(i) ENSURE Items.

(a) OBSERVATION: The turn-in and/or transfer of MO51RE items during
Increment V Redeployment was not timely.

(b) EVALUATION: Standdoim units experienced delays in receiving
disposition instructions for ENSURE items because they were not provided
by USARV at an early date. Meetings held between LUAffV and standdown unitc
revealed USARV did not have an accurate inventory of above items.

(c) REO!V-EO DATION: Close-held information on Phase down planning be
passed earlier to ENSUREaction officers to allow adequate time to
coordinate with remaining units to determine if they have a need for such
equipment. The quarterly printout listing DISHRE items should be changed
to monthly, and subordinate units should be reuired to update the type
and number of items on hind.

(2) AN/Tl -25A GSR
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(a) OBSERVATION: Video fluttering at all ranges.

(b) EVALUATION: This caused difficulty in detecting moving targets
from stationary targets.

(c) ROMMEDATION: Check CR 606 and CR 607 in the high voltage
power supply as these diodes may be breaking down under heavy load. The
same symptom can be caused by a faulty generator. Therefore, it is
necessary to use a USM 117 to check the hO0 Hz wave form from the generator,
for a clear undistorted signal.

i. Psychological Operations. None

j. Civil Affairs.

(1) Restricted Use of W1et Garbage for Civic Action Projects.

(a) OBSERVATION: A recent GAO decision requiring the USARV Property
Disposal Agency to sell wet garbage resulted in the awarding of garbage
haul contracts to Vietnamese commercial concerns. The implementation of
the GAO decision abruptly shut off the main food supply source for CA hog-
raising programs. Such projects were initiated by US units in M, 3 in
partial compensation for the acquisition of farm land on which US bases
were built. Wet garbage from these installations has been the primary
source of feed for these hogs.

(b) EVALUATION: This action, taken without adequate advance notice,
impacted unfavorably on the CA hog-raising projects and posed a serious
threat to the economy of the area. The adverse effects of the GAO decision
could have been mitigated by extensive preplanned announcement.- and phaced
implementation.

(c) RECOI0ENDATION: That changes to existing policy which materially
affect civic action programs receive maximum early disscmination and wide
distribution.

(2) Rural Development (RD) Cadre detached to villages for the
Village Self Development (VSD) Program.

(a) OBSEIVJATION: In HI 3, through observation and inspection, it has
been learned that many of the RID Cadre detached to the VSD Progrlm are
maing significant contributions to the VSD Program and others are accomp , i-
ing very little.

(b) EVALUATION: I/,any of the HD Cadre detached to the VSD Program
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at village level are left to plan their own work and work schedules with
little or no supervision. Others are being used as clerks or doing
similar tasks.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONS: In order to receive maximum utilization of the
abilities possessed by the VSD Cadre, the following are recommended:

1 Establish a clear-cut chain of command.

2 There must be command emphasis on the program at province, district
and village levels.

3 Specific tasks for VSD Cadre must be established at each village,
after which there must be supervision and inspection of those tasks during and
after completion.

4 Priorities must be established for the BSD Cadre and they must be
followed.

(3) Community Development Officer (CDO) and CD Assistants (CDA).

(a) OBSERVATION: In accordance with LS government policy, the
phasing-out of Community Development Officers was started on ;0 September.

(b) EVALUATION: With the decreasing number of CDO personnel assistinr
in village self development implementation, it has become increasingly
necessary to improve the proficiency of local commnity development
assistants who will assume the responsibility for supporting and moniuorinr
the Village Self Development Program.

(c) RWOii =DATION: That the Community Development Assistants be
given intensive academic training on the basics of Community Development.

(4) Village Technical Cadre.

(a) OBSERVATION: Only 58 Percent of the 532 authorized cadre have
been assigned.

(b) EVALUATION: With the increased emphasis on quality and effectiveness
of local government administration, it is ecssential that each villige
administration be able to utilize the technical expertise of a villave
technical cadre.
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(c) REflOMMENDATION: That the Ministry of Interior be requested to
vigorously pursue the recruitment of village technical cadre.

(5) Mounting a Promotional Campaign for Feed Grain Production
Without Sufficient Back-Up Data.

(a) OBSERVATION: The introduction and promotion of an agricultural
crop that is either new or unfamiliar must be preceded by productionresearch so that valid recommendations can be given. Grain Sorghum

had been grown in this region but only on a small scale and, to the general
farmer, it was new. The sorghum that was grown was used locally as either
feed or for the production of alcohol and no market channels had been
established linking the producer with the consumer (feed millers). Fertilizer
requirements and plant response to the soils of the region had not been
researched nor had the plant growth cycle been correlated with the seasons of
rain to determine optimum planting dates. The need for a greatly expanded
production of feed grains to support the increasing livestock and poultry
industry is recognized by GVN officials. The production, in-country, of
feed grain as an import substitute to help improve balance of payment problen
is vital. Milling and mixing plants are presently constructed and in operation
with sufficient trained personnel. Livestock in sufficient numbers as an
ultimate consumer market is assured. These factors indicate that a success-
ful, worthwhile project in feed grain production can and should be implemented.

(b) EVALUATIGN: There was sufficient justification for mounting a
program for the increase in feed grains and particularly sorghum. Such
a program was implemented and is presently underway; however, results have
not reached expected levels. Several factors have influenced this lack
of results:

1 inistry of Agriculture support and concurrence wa. obtained
prior to project initiation; however, this support was at a very high
echelon in the Ministry and was not transmitted to the operation personnel
who would actually do the field work. Recent directives have been issued
to the effect that field personnel would support the program and would plant
"X" number of hectares in th2ir respective provinces. However, the attitude
of the field personnel is best described as condescending rather than one of
enthusiasm. A publicity campaign to acquaint field personnel with project
plans and objectives and solicit their participation would have produced
more favorable results.

2 Adaptive trials and fundamental research were not completed prior
to farmer contact and in preparation for training programs for field
personnel.
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GVN support in the regulation of imports and pricing was not assured
and phased into the project progress. The major motivating factor for the
farmer is an assured market and a reasonable profit. The present situation
places farmers in a very disadvantageous position and they are reluctant
to assume this position. Farmers are, therefore, concentrating their efforts
on crops that appear to be more secure.

(3) RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the activities of this
program be consolidated and available data assembled and evaluated.
Research and investigation data presently available should be collected and
disseminated. The second-generation problems of drying, handling and storage
should be investigated thoroughly so that positive recommendations can be
given. Market outlets should be identified and secured to the maximum extent
possible. Production costs should be determined so that an economical basis
for production can be used as a guide for calculating returns for the farmers.
A soil survey should be conducted to locate those areas most promising for
sorghum production. Such areas should include soils not suited for rice,
vegetables or other high value crops. A program aimed at educating the feed
producer in the possibilities of feed mixture using sorghum should be initiated.
Such a course should also include methods and mixtures for the preparation of
various mixtures designed for specific poultry and swine situations.

FOR THE COIANDER

BUI E R.

(1) , ACJC

14 Incl Asst AG
1. II FFORCEV Order of Battle
2. II FFORCEV Troop List
3. II FFORCEV Area of Operations
4. Close Air Support
5. B52 Strikes
6. Aviation Statistics
7. C130/C123 Sorties
8. Enemy Organization in MR 3
9. Disposition of Enemy Forces

10. Artillery Unit Locations
11. Heavy Artillery Coverage
12. Location of AN/mPQ - I, CMR
13. Location of AN/TPS - 25A GSR
14., Artillery Task Organization
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